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CHAPTER  I 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been a  feeling that  the  high  achool  homemaking de- 
partment* should help pupils  oarry on  common household tasks  with  under- 
standing,  increasing oompetenoe,  and  creative ability;  and   it   should  be 
a center of true-to-life activities and managerial experiences.     This 
feeling has   resulted  in the building  of many homemaking cottages  on 
school grounds  throughout North Carolina to be  used as the homemaking 
department* 
These cottages  should be used to the fullest extent with each 
pupil having a part in the management of the oottage*    To enrich the 
managerial  and  group  living  experience,   it  is the belief  of the writer 
that actual residence  in the oottage  for short   periods  of time should 
be planned*     Since  such an experience  has not  been common in the high 
school  program,   the present  study was   undertaken to develop and to 
evaluate the   overnight   stay as a  technique   for teaching homemaking to 
the high  school  girl*     The objectives   for the   overnight stay werej 
To gain satisfaction from participating in a demo- 
cratic experience in which the  pupils  and teacher plan, 
work,   rest,   and play together* 
To learn  some  of the  elements  of homemaking* 
To become interested  in new phases of homemaking* 
To reoognize the  importance  in  homemaking of know- 
ledge, manipulative   skills,  attitude,  and  the ability 
to think. 
The new cottage at the  Curry Demonstration School  of the Woman's 
college of the University of North Carolina was used as the  laboratory 
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for the  study.    The cottage i« a two-story building consisting of an en- 
trance hall,   living room, dining room, kitchen, director's room,  and 
powder  room;   two   bedrooms, and  bathroom upstairs;  and an all-purpose 
laboratory* 
Twelve girls  in the ninth and  tenth  grade homemaking olaas were 
included in the  study.    The ages of the girls ranged from fourteen to 
sixteen; however, most of the girls were fifteen.    This  class was chosen 
because the pupils expressed a  genuine interest  in learning through liv- 
ing in the cottage.     The  junior homemaking class did not have this  same 
interest. 
Bach  group of girls planned and carried out two overnight  stays. 
During and after the stay the resident instructor kept  running notes of 
the   incidents.     One  of the dinner  guests,   a student teacher,   also made 
a report of the activities of the  group and submitted it to the resident 
instructor.    These notes of the resident instructor and the student 
teacher were organized into an anecdotal record    (1)  for the  group and 
(2)  for each  girl. 
After the  first  stay the pupil filled  out  an evaluation sheet 
on the overnight  stay.    Later the resident instructor had a conference 
with each pupil to discuss the  first  stay and to get any suggestions the 
pupil might have   for the next onej     the mothers'   comments were  often 
reported at this time.    Again after the second stay,  each girl filled 
out an evaluation sheet for the  overnight  stay. 
Since the  subject   is new,  there is no  research   recorded on the 
overnight  stay in a high school homemaking cottage.     The writer  felt 
that the  research studies  on evaluation and on college home management 
houses were too voluminous and too far afield.    There is no literature 
review. 
CHAPTER II 
LIVING TOGETHER IN THE HOMEMAKING COTTAGE 
An overnight stay in the homenaking cottage was planned with the 
pupils in the ninth and tenth grade homenaking class.  There was room for 
four girls and the resident instructor in the oottage at one time.  With 
twelve girls in the class this necessitated dividing the class into three 
groups*  Bach group planned to stay twice. 
The pupils chose Friday night.  There were no classes on Saturday; 
therefore, they would have no lessons to prepare Friday night and they 
would also have time to prepare breakfast and do the necessary cleaning 
Saturday morning before leaving*  Each group of girls planned to limit 
the budget to #2.50. 
The general planning of personnel, time, and duties for the 
overnight stay was done the last two or three days of the week by the 
teacher and pupils.  The stay included the cleaning of the cottage 
Friday afternoonj the preparation and serving of dinner for the four 
girls, two high school guests, resident instructor, and one student 
teacherj planned evening entertainment; the preparation of breakfast; and 
the tidying of the cottage before leaving Saturday morning. The launder- 
ing of the household linens, calculating of food oosts, and the evaluation 
of the experience were done in class Monday and Tuesday.  Thus, in addition 
to the Friday night and Saturday morning in the oottage, the preparation 
for and the follow up of the overnight stay took one week of class time. 
The first stay of Group A was described in detail from the 
anecdotal record based on the notes of the resident instructor and the 
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student teacher. The various blanks were inserted for the benefit of 
other persons wishing to carry out a similar experience.  The evaluation 
of this first stay is the only one included as such. 
The other stays were written up in less detail, using only the 
incidents that were unique with the particular group*  The evaluation 
of the other groups appears only in the composite evaluation of the six 
stays. 
Group A 
The first group of girls who planned to stay overnight in the 
homemaking cottage were the four who had completed their clothing con- 
struction ahead of the others in the class.  Only one change had to be 
made in the original four girls selected for the overnight stay. Be- 
cause of a back disorder which prevented her changing beds, one girl 
was unable to spend the night in the oottage. Another girl replaced 
her for the entire first stay, sinoe it was felt that the first living 
experience should not be complicated by any unavoidable irregularities. 
During the second stay she came and stayed through the evening enter- 
tainment » then was replaced by one of the high school guests. 
First Stay* 
Sinoe the class had had nothing but clothing study before they 
came into the cottage, they needed to become familiar with the kitchen, 
small equipment, and operation of the large equipment.  Therefore the 
four girls prepared, in one olass period, hot tea and brownies, which 
1. Chapter written from running notes kept by the instructor 
which were later organised into an anecdotal record for each girl. 
they served to the entire class of twelve.     In doing this  they  learned 
something about marketing, assembling  supplies and equipment,  and some 
of the techniques   for measuring.     They also  became conscious   of the time 
element with  regard to  having a  standard product  prepared and ready to 
serve  at a  given time. 
Wednesday,   in preparation   for the  overnight  stay,   the  girls  U6ed 
the  blank "Plans   for Overnight Stay in Homemaklng Cottage"  to develop a 
plan  for the  use of time, energy and money   (   pp.   6,   7).     The   responsi- 
bility for the   various   tasks  was   divided as nearly as  possible   into 
four equal  groups;   the   girls  then drew cuts   for  individual  assignments, 
roommates,  and  oedrooms.     The  entire  group  planned the menus   (p.   8)« 
Further  general   group discussion was  conducted  in which the 
girls talked about  possible   recipes,  table  setting,   food buying,  and 
housecleaning.     Finally,   certain  references  were  chosen to be  used as a 
means  of seouring needed information  about the   above mentioned   items. 
After this  last  group discussion, eaoh girl worked  separately 
planning her   share of the responsibilities  and  working out   her  own time 
schedule   (p.   9).     From the   four  individual  time   schedules,   the  group 
worked out a master ti»e   schedule to eliminate  the possibility of 
omitting any important   task and to  prevent  any waste  in time  and energy 
(pp.   10,   11). 
Thursday,   the   day before   the   overnight   stay,   each girl  began 
carrying out her own  share  of the tasks.     Running notes were kept  by the 
resident  instructor.     The host made out the market order,   had it checked, 
secured  prices  from various   stores,  and bought all  the needed supplies. 
The  hostess assembled all the  recipes and distributed the   food preparation 
for  both dinner and breakfast among the four  girls.     The  general house- 
keeper checked on needed supplies  and equipment   for housecleaning.     The 
The  Wow.n'1 Collage 
of the University of North Carolina 
Home Economics,   9th and  10th  Class 
Curry High School 
Plans  for Overnight  Stay in Homemaking Cottage 
Date December  10,   1948 Resident   Instructor    Miss Keller 
Students who stayed overnightt 
Gwen Barber 
Mary Brooks 
Prances Miller 
Sue Walker 
Other students who stayed for dinneri 
Amanda Moore 
Lucy Sherrill 
Student Teaohers entertained at       Dinner 
Meals  servedi 
Breakfast 
Lunch or supper 
Dinner 
Refreshments 
Number of 
personal 
5 
Times 
8iOO A.M. 
Money allowedt 
per person 
#  .18 
Total 
#  .90 
* 
.25 2.6c 
.40 
#3.30 
8 6,30 P.M. 
1 10:30 P.M. .08 
Total 
Time  fort 
Goodnights to guests   lOiOO P. M. 
Bedtime lltOO P.M. 
Time to arrive* 
Sue Walker 3tl& 
Gwen Barber 4i00 
Mary Brooks 4ii5 
Frances Miller 5|00 
TASKS DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY* 
Before 
Meal  planning and  dining room 
1              2 
X 
3              4 
Recreation plan X 
Cleaning,   living room X 
Cleaning,  hall,  director'! 
room,  and powder room X 
Cleaning,   kitchen and 
all-purpose room X 
Cleaning, upstairs   (stairs) X 
Making beds •* 
Food buying X 
During 
Host X 
Hostess X 
Heals,  preparation X                     X X                     X 
Meals,  table  setting X 
Meals,   serving X 
Washing dishes X 
Refreshnentsi 
preparation X 
serving X 
Care  of kitchen  floor and  garbage X 
Cleaning! 
Living roon X 
Hall and stairs X 
Bedrooms X 
Bathrooms X 
Dining room X 
Kitchen X 
All-purpose room X 
After 
Laundry i 
Sheets X X 
Pillowcases X X 
Towels X X 
Table linen X 
Cost  per persons 
Breakfast X 
Lunch X 
Dinner X 
Refreshments 
Total 
•After the division of tasks is planned, cuts are drawn for individual 
assignments* 
imua 
Breakfasti Orange Juice 
Pancakes 
Brown Sugar Syrup 
Milk 
Luncht 
Dinnen Meat  Loaf 
ished  Potatoes       Turnip Greena 
Apple Sauce Salad 
Rolls 01eo 
Gingerbread    Lemon Sauce 
Iced Tea 
Partyi 
Walker,  Sue 
Wednesday 
1-2 Group planning 
Thursday 
1-2 Market order  (have checked) 
Afternoon-check prioes at various stores* 
buy supplies, 
Friday 
1-2jOO Clean dining room* 
Make congealed   salad* 
3j16-Arrive* 
Do   left over  cleaning* 
Visit with girls. 
5j00-Dinner Preparation* 
Assist with meat   loaf* 
5il5-Assemble  salad and return to refrigerator, 
5|40-Put   on frosen turnip  greens* 
(Remove when tender.) 
5t4S-Finish assembling the  salads* 
6i25»Place  salads   on the table* 
6t35-Dinner 
Host* 
7|15-Wash   dishes. 
8.00-Entertainment 
Attend pley at  school* 
10i30-Prepare and   serve  refreshments* 
lliOO-Bedtime, 
Bed 
Saturday 
7jOO-Arise. 
7il6-Start preparing pancakes* 
8i00-Breakfast 
Host 
8j30-Assist with dishes* 
9j00-Clean dining room* 
9i30-Ready to  leave* 
J 
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MASTER SCHEDULE 
Wednesday 
1-2|00-Group planning. 
Thursday 
1-2|00-Market order-Sue Walker. 
Recipes-Gwen  Barber. 
Housekeeping Supplies-Frances  Miller. 
Table mats   (ironed)  Mary Brooks. 
Draw cover. 
Plan table  decorations. 
Friday 
1-2IOO-Clean dining room-Sue Walker. 
Congealed salad-Sue Walker. 
Clean bedrooms-Frances Miller. 
Make   beds-Frances  Miller. 
Clean living room, hall, 
director's room, powder 
room-—Mary Brooks. 
Clean kitchen and all- 
purpose  room-Gwen  Barber. 
Arrival 
3jl5-Sue Walker-any left  over  cleaning. 
4i00-Gwen Barber-        »        " " 
4tl5-Mary Brooks 
5J00-Frances Miller 
Dinner Preparation 
5i00-Meat loaf    Gwen Barber,   Sue Walker. 
b:00-Peel and cook potatoes    Frances  Miller. 
6»00-Set table-Mary Brooks. 
5t30-Gingerbread-Mary Brooks. 
5|45-Turnip Greens-Sue Walker. 
Lemon Sauce-Mary Brooks. 
5i46-Tea-Frances Miller. 
Sugar-Frances Miller. 
6i30-Dinner  served. 
7|16-Wash dishes-Sue Walker and others. 
8t00-Play. 
lOiOO-Good night to guests. 
10i30-Refreshments-Sue Walker, 
lit CO-Bedtime. 
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Saturday 
7«00-Arise. 
Breakfast 
7tl5-Pancakes-Sue Walker, 
Set table-Mary Brooke* 
Syrup-Gwen  Barber, 
Fruit  juice-Mary Brooks. 
7i50-Milk and juice  on table-Frances  Miller, 
8|00-Breakfast, 
8i30-Wash dishes-Group, 
9»30-Final  cleaning, 
Monday 
l-2j00-Laundry-Frances Miller,   Mary Brooks. 
Ironing-Gwen  Barber, 
Computing food cost, 
Tuesday 
l-2t00-Ironing-Frances Miller,  Mary Brooks, 
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maid ironed the table mat«, cleaned any tarnished silver, planned the 
table decoration, and drew a cover to use as a guide in setting the 
table. 
The girls planned to do the general housecleaning during the 
class period Friday, the day of the overnipht stay*  These plans were 
not carried out successfully*  The principal asked one of the girls to 
take a test; she was to have cleaned the living room, hall, and 
director's room.  This task was postponed and performed by the host and 
hostess*  The general housecleaner spent the entire class period making 
four beds; she left the bedrooms unswept and undusted*  The host and 
hostess oompleted all their scheduled tasks during the class period. 
Because of various other appointments the girls were unable to 
set the same time for arrival*  The host came at 3|15, the hostess at 
4»00, the maid at 4«15, and the housekeeper at 5|00*  The first two 
girls did the remainder of the cleaning.  This was completed about 
4:40.  From then until 5j00 the group visited in the living room.  The 
conversation centered around the Old Mill Girl Scout camp which all of 
the girls had attended.  They were a little worried over the preparation 
of dinner| yet they looked forward to the experience* 
About 5|00 the hostess suggested starting dinner. All the girls 
went into the kitchen, put on their aprons, and started assembling the 
needed supplies and equipment for their particular ta6k*  The hostess 
mixed the meat loaf and gingerbread.  The maid set the table and made 
the lemon sauce.  The housekeeper prepared the mashed potatoes and iced 
tea.  She discovered that there was only one tray of ice.  She had for- 
gotten to put more in the freezer. As a result of this, the tea was 
not cold.  The host assembled the applesauce salad whioh she had made 
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during the class period and prepared the turnip greens. She also helped 
mix the neat loaf* 
During the preparation period each girl asked questions about her 
work.  They could solve such problems as the selection of the correct 
size and shape of pan to use in cooking various foods and could find 
needed equipment without asking the resident imtruotor.  However, one 
girl was unable to do anything without first being shown.  She had no 
confidence in herself.  She had to be reminded of her various duties. 
When not reminded, she left them for the others to do. As a result of 
this, the instructor had to get the tea ready to serve. 
In general, the food preparation was well done.  The girls were 
interested in learning new ways of doing things.  The entire group talked 
over what they were doing.  The following points were brought out in the 
discussion during the preparation period, 
1. Table decorations should be low, interesting in 
color, and in proportion to the site of the table. 
2. When candles are used on the table electric lights 
should not be used. 
3. The "cover" consists of the plate, silver, glass, 
and napkin to be used by each person.  Covers 
should be equi-distant from the ends of the table. 
All the lines of the cover should run either 
lengthwise of the table or across it. 
4*  Silver is placed with regard to its use, Iron the 
outside of the cover toward the oenter. 
5. Flour and sugar should oe mixed together before 
adding liquid. 
6. Lemon juioe clears flour mixtures and makes them 
less thick. 
7.  Lemon rind should be grated before the lemon is 
"juiced". 
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8. Congealed salad may be   removed   from the mold by 
dipping it into hot water* 
9. Leaves may be removed   from a   lettuce head  by 
running water at the oenter after the oore has 
been removed* 
10.     For acourate measurement,   use measuring  spoons and 
cups  and  level with a  spatula* 
11*     Meat   should be  cooked  at a   low temperature* 
12*     Tea  is made with   boiling water,   but the water must 
not  boil after the tea  leaves  have been added* 
Steep  for 3-5 minutes* 
13*    Drain excess liquid from vegetables when serving* 
14*     The   kitchen  should be  kept tidy at all times* 
At   6i25,   since  the hostess was busy,  the housekeeper tidied 
herself to meet the   guests when they arrived.     The  other three  girls 
continued with the  food  preparation* 
The   guests,   two home economics pupils and  one  student teacher, 
arrived at   6s30.     The housekeeper greeted  them at the  door*     She was 
so absorbed  in keeping them out  of the kitchen that  she forgot to take 
their coats*     She   said,   "You're   guests and  you can't go into the kitchen 
this time.    I'm supposed to entertain you until dinner is served." 
She  and the   hostess entertained well before  dinner was   served* 
They were  polite and always  asked to  be excused when either  left the 
room* 
The maid  served  the   plates in the  kitchen and placed them on the 
table  to simplify the  service at  the  table* 
The dinner was about   fifteen minutes  late,   but the girls were 
composed and at ease when they directed the  guests  into the  dining room* 
When everyone was   seated,   the   girls   discovered that   the napkins were 
missing and  got a big  laugh out  of this.     The maid excused herself and 
brought  in the  napkins* 
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The  host read the blessing: which was written on a card and 
standing against her plate.     The  card would have  been less noticeable 
in her  lap.    After the blessing was   said,   the hostess forgot to  pas6 
the bread and the   sugar for the  tea.     She had to be reminded to  do this. 
A  high   school   girl   guest was  practically the   spot   light  of the 
dinner.     She was  interesting and kept the  conversation moving.     She was 
not   familiar with her table  etiquette and  immediately asked,   "Which piece 
of silver   should I   use?     I am not   used to  having over two  pieces at the 
most."     This   guest  was   so  fond of the   salad  that  6he  said,   "This   salad 
is   so good   I think  I will eat  all   of it at   once."     She wa3 also afraid 
that   she  was  going  to be   late to her piano  recital and constantly asked 
the time   during the meal. 
All   the  girls  had "read  up"   on table service and etiquette. 
They knew that   some   things were not to be discussed at the  table.     The 
housekeeper made a  slip and  «aid  something about   her study hall  teacher 
spitting  on her when he talked.     The hostess hushed her at   once and told 
her  she was  not to  use that word at the  table. 
The   dinner moved along smoothly.    At the  end of the main course, 
the girls  did not place  all the used   silver on  the   plates  properly.     Nor 
did the maid remove all the  plates   from the   left   side and with the   left 
hand.     She was not too   skillful   in removing the  dishes and hit  one  of 
tl.e   guests  on the head. 
Even though  the maid  had not removed the   plates   properly,   she did 
serve the  dessert  correctly.    After  the  dessert was   finished,   the   hostess 
asked the   guests to go into the  living room.    All   of the girls  did not  get 
up  from the left  side of their chairs.     This  resulted in a little  confusion. 
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Everyone went into the living room and visited for a short time. 
When the guests left, the hostess got their coats and helped in putting 
them on. All the time the girls were entertaining, they were very in- 
formal in everything and seemed to be at the greatest ease.  Everyone 
seemed to have a wonderful time. 
After the guests had gone, the girls started cleaning the 
kitchen.  They got all but one dish washer load of dishes done before 
they went to the play at the school auditorium.  This wasner of dishes 
was left to be done when they returned. 
The four girls and the resident instructor went to the senior 
play at 8|00.  This was the planned entertainment for the evening.  The 
girls enjoyed the play, but were eager to go back to the cottage and 
finish the dishes.  They needed no reminder of this task. 
When the dishes were done, the girls had ioe cream and ginger 
ale. The host with the assistance of the maid served this. Everyone 
went into the living room and visited while they enjoyed the refresh- 
ments. Soon after the refreshments were finished the instructor told 
the girls they could do as they wished until bedtime. The girls had 
decided upon lljOO as the time for bed. The instructor told them to 
have the lights out by 11|30. 
After this the girls bathed and prepared for bed.  While one 
girl was bathing the othwr girls made a short sheet bed for her. All 
the girls seemed to enjoy the fun. 
The following morning the host was the first to arise.  She 
called the other girls.  They were ready to prepare breakfast at 7jlo. 
The host prepared the pancakes, using her 12 year old brother's favorite 
recipe.  The hostess prepared the brown sugar syrup and assisted with 
the pancakes. 
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The maid  set the table and the housekeeper got the  orange juice 
and milk ready to serve.    Each girl knew what she was to  do and performed 
her task without asking questions.    Breakfast was ready by 8J00.    This 
was the hour set by the  girls when they planned the overnight  stay. 
When breakfast was over the  girls met in the director's room for 
a short  conference period to discuss the things to be done before leaving. 
•After this the  girl6 did the dishes, tidied the downstairs, unmade the 
beds  and the housekeeper  did  one washer of laundry.    The   other   laundry 
was to be  done the following Monday and Tuesday during the regular class 
period. 
One   girl planned to leave at 8t45j the others planned to be 
ready to  leave by 9t30 because they worked in the downtown dimestores. 
Everyone  did their duties of the morning well and were ready to leave by 
this time,  with the exception of the one who was to leave  at 8t45.    She 
did not leave until 9:15.    Upon  leaving each girl stated that she had had 
an enjoyable time and felt as though  she   had learned much. 
The  following Monday the  housekeeper and maid did the remainder 
of the   laundry while the   hostess ironed the things that had been  laundered 
Saturday morning.    The host determined the cost per person of meals for 
breakfast,  dinner,  and the refreshments.    The next day the housekeeper 
and maid  ironed the  clothes that  had been laundered on Monday. 
Pupils'  evaluation of the  first  overnight  stay of  Group A.—The 
comments  on the  overnight   stay were   secured from  evaluation sheets  distri- 
buted to the  students on Wednesday, the  day after all duties including laun- 
dry,   and food cost  calculation connected with the   stay were  completed   (p.  18). 
The questions on this report werei    What were the most successful  features? 
What were  the least  successful features?    What did  I  learn?    What   should 
EVALUATION  BY PUPILS   OF  OVERNIGHT STAY 
IN THE HOMEMAKING  COTTAGE 
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N&DIO Date 
What were the most   suooessful   feature*  of the  ore might stay? 
What  were the  least   successful features of the overnight  stay? 
What did I  learn? 
What   should we do  in class  in the next  few weeks to make the  next 
overnight   stay run aore   smoothly? 
What should be done to the  cottage to make  the  overnight  stay more 
satisfactory? 
What   should we  do differently for the next  overnight   stay? 
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we   do  in class  in the next  few weeks  to make the next  stay run More 
smoothly?    What   should be done to the  cottage to make  the next   stay more 
satisfactory?    What should we do differently for the next  stay? 
Just before the next  overnight  stay,   a conference was  held with 
each  girl to  get   her  suggestions   for a  second overnight  stay (p.   20). 
In preparation for this conference, the  resident   instructor reviewed the 
anecdotal  record  and the evaluation sheet of each pupil to  have a 
starting point  for the   conference.     Bach   girl's personality traits were 
noted*     During the  conference new comments   on the last   overnight   stay 
and new suggestions as   to the things she would   like to  do  differently 
were  recorded.     Bach girl was asked what new experiences  she would like 
to  have during the next  overnight  stay* 
The  comments  of the  pupils  from the  evaluation sheets and from 
the  conferences with the four  girls  in group  one were  organised under 
the following headingsi 
1, The most  successful   features, 
2. The   least   successful features* 
3*     Learning through the  overnight  stay* 
4.     Suggestions  for classwork, 
5*     Suggestions  for improving the cottage. 
6*    Suggestions   for the next  overnight  stay. 
The most   successful  features of the   first overnight  stay of 
Group A listed by all  four  girls were the  dinner,   the   favorable attitude 
of the mothers toward the  overnight  stay,  and the  entertainment 
(Appendix A,   pp.   96-97).     Three  of the   girls  commented  on the experience 
of  living with the  girls, the naturalness  of the  situation,   and  the 
attitude  of the   girls.     One mentioned each of the following!     having 
plenty of time,  the refreshments,  the   success as a "first  experience", 
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the conversation with the guests, and the preparation of dinner. 
The   least   successful   feature  of the  overnight   stay listed by 
two girls was the housekeeping  (Appendix A,  p.    98).    One  girl did not 
appreciate the teasing,  one girl's   father's  comment showed a   lack of 
understanding of the experience,   and one   girl  eriticised  the  conversa- 
tion at the table. 
A summary of  learning  through the  overnight stay showed that 
four girls   felt they learned more about   food  preparation than anything 
else   (Appendix A,   p.    99 ).     Three  learned about table   service and 
etiquette.     Two  girls  commented on meal planning.     One   girl commented 
on personal  development. 
Suggestions for classwork arising from the first overnight  stay 
showed that   three  girls  felt the  need for more   study of the table 
service and  etiquette,  and meal  preparation  (Appendix A,   p.   1°°).     One 
girl wanted to   study housekeeping tasks,   and to include  as many things 
as  possible with the  emphasis   on useability. 
To   improve the  cottage,   two   girls   suggested adding a clock to 
the cottage   (Appendix A,   p.   101)  and  one girl  wanted the  addition of 
curtains.     One mother questioned  the  value of  equipment  better than the 
girls have   in their own homes. 
Suggestions for the next  overnight   stay showed that all  four 
girls felt the  planning should  be altered   (Appendix A,   pp.     102-103   ). 
Three commented upon the assigning of duties.     Two  felt the plans  for 
dinner,  table  service,   entertainment, time   for getting to  bed, time   for 
arrival and departure  6hould be  different;   and two girls   commented on 
the housecleaning.     One wanted to  change the  length of the  overnight 
stay,   another wanted to  be able to choose roommates,   ane wanted to be 
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certain of not   forgetting needed  items,  and one mother asked to be able 
to furnish  some   food* 
Second Stay 
The  planning this time was much easier and   less time consuming 
than  it was for the   first stay.     On both Wednesday and Thursday the 
girls,   called aside  by the resident instructor  for planning,  were able 
to return  for about ten minutes to the   class  being taught by the  student 
teacher. 
On Friday afternoon the girls were  unable  to arrive together 
and had to  plan to come between  4i30 and 5|00,   because of other meetings 
or appointments.     Upon their  arrival  each  girl  knew what  she was to do. 
She  started her  duties and carried them through without any help from 
the instructor.     They started  preparing dinner at   5j00 and  it was ready 
to   serve at 6t05.     That was   only five minutes   later than the time  set 
in the  plans.     One   of the guests was a minute or two   late  in arriving so 
this  delay was  not noticeable.     During the   preparation period two of 
the  girls  kept the  kitchen tidy to prevent   having  so many dishes  to do 
after dinner. 
When the   guests arrived they were  properly introduced by the 
hostess and made to feel at ease from the very first.    The conversation 
before dinner was mostly concerned with boy friends, but even in that 
they  inoluded  the  guests,  both students  and teacher.    When the   other 
girls eame into the living room,  the hostess invited the group to dinner. 
Giving directions for seating at the table  seemed quite natural for her, 
and there was  no confusion at all* 
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The service and the food for dinner were different from those 
of the first stay.  The plates were served at the table in the proper 
■aimer and with no confusion. All the girls contributed to the conver- 
sation; however, two girls showed remarkable skill in directing and 
leading it.  Several times the instructor introduced a new topic.  The 
girls were very alert to follow her lead.  There were a few minor 
errors made during the meal. The hostess got up to fill the salt and 
pepper shakers instead of asking the maid to do this.  The maid removed 
the plates before she removed the serving dishesj however, she made no 
comment on this, and was very skillful in removing the dishes and serving 
the dessert.  The atmosphere at the table was happy and pleasant.  Every- 
one took part in the laughing and talking in an orderly manner. 
After dinner the hostess invited the group into the living room, 
but everyone wanted to help with the dishesj so the entire group in- 
cluding the guests worked together and had the dishes washed and in 
their correct places in time for the group to go to the early movie. 
The behavior of the girls to and from the movie and while there 
was that of normal high school pupils. Upon returning to the cottage 
the girls bathed and dressed for bed.  They had cokes, if they wanted 
them, and took their pictures in pajamas.  All the girls had bought new 
pajamas for the picture taking.  Everyone seemed to enjoy the evening 
very much; and soon after the pictures were taken, the girls went to bed. 
They talked and listened to the radio until they heard the song they had 
requested, then went to sleep.  It was then around midnight.  The girls 
had set this time in planning their overnight stay because none of them 
worked Saturday, and they would be able to sleep later the following 
morning. 
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At breakfast, the host «aid a blessing different from the one she 
had said for dinner.  The preparation of and the serving plans for break- 
fast were not as successful as those for dinner.  The toast was burned 
and more had to be Bade.  All the food was placed on the table before the 
group sat down to eat. While the group ate the grapefruit, the eggs 
and toast got cold. The girls then decided that it would have been better 
to have left the toast and eggs on the stove and served them after the 
grapefruit had been eaten* 
After breakfast, the instructor had a short conference to check 
on the morning activities, since she had to be in class at 8i50.  The 
girls said they knew what they were to do and would have the house "spick 
and span" before the group of visiting teachers came to look through the 
house at 11lib*  When the instructor returned at eleven, she found the 
house in order, and every task had been done well* Monday, the girls 
did the laundry and computed the cost of the food.  Tuesday, they 
finished the ironing. 
Most of these girls had had previous experience with household 
activities, and they were able to work without much assistance from the 
instructor.  They were able to work even more independently throughout 
the second stayj however, the major improvement was that they were more 
informal as a group and seemed more at ease with the teachers.  For 
example, everyone helped with the dishwashing so that they could go to 
the early movie. Also, they liked the idea of being able to get their 
refreshments when each girl wanted hers rather than having a scheduled 
time for the group. 
Group _B 
Three girls were the same for the first and second stays for 
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Group  B.     The  fourth girl at the   first   stay married  soon   afterwards and 
left   school.    The  fourth  girl   for the  second  stay had been with Group A 
the  first  time,   but   she chose this  group  for  her repeat   stay. 
First   Stay 
The  second  group of girls to  stay  overnight   in the homemaking 
cottage  had no  instruction to the   use of the  equipment other than   information 
obtained through carrying out  the   routine  housekeeping of the department. 
This   group of girls was  not  too enthusiastic  about discussing 
recipes,  table  service,  and housecleaning.     They were more   interested  in 
planning  the   food they were to   have.     Finally,   certain  references were 
chosen to   be used as   guides  in carrying out the  various activities   of 
the  overnight stay.     From this   point  each   girl  began working  on her  own 
responsibilities. 
During the  class  period  of  the  day of the  overnight  stay,   the 
girls   did all the  general housecleaning.     This  WEB  accomplished with 
only a fair degree of success.     Every task was  done, but   some  of the 
furniture   in the  living  room was  not  dusted well,   the  sink in the   kitchen 
wa6 not washed,   and  the  floors   in the bedrooms  were  not   cleaned with the 
dust mop.     None  of the girls were tidy with their cleaning. 
All   of the girls  arrived at   4j30 except   one.     She  had  to work 
and was  unable to corce   until  5jl5 o'clock.     This caused   her to  rush 
through her  duties before  dinner.     When the three  girls arrived they 
took their  overnight   bags upstairs   and hung up their  dreBses.     After 
this the   group  gathered   in the   living room and talked about the Christ- 
mas   formal which was to be  held the   following Friday evening. 
Shortly before  5i00 o'clock the  host  suggested  starting dinner. 
Each  girl   got her schedule and went   into the  kitchen.    They put on their 
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aprons and began assembling the  equipment and supplies  for their par- 
ticular  task.     Only one girl  in this   group  showed evidence of having 
had  previous  experience with food preparation.     The other  girls  could 
not  choose the   size pan to  be  used  in  preparing their  particular food. 
They could not  follow a recipe nor  could they find needed  equipment with- 
out   first asking  "Where   is...?"    The  one girl who oould  solve problems 
for herself became a  little  provoked that  the   others  did not try to  do 
something without  having her or the   instructor  first  show them how. 
The   food manager assisted with the  preparation of the  salmon 
croquettes,   started the   tomato  salad,   assembled the  dishes  for  setting 
the table,  and  got the   peaches ready for serving.     The hostess   set the 
table,  finished the tomato salad and made  the tea;  then she   strained  it 
while it was hot   into a  glass  pitcher and cracked the pitcher.     There 
was not time to  prepare more tea  so water was   served in its   place. 
The housekeeper  baked the potatoes,  made the  biscuits, and   served the 
plates for dinner in the kitchen to  simplify the table  service.    She 
helped the  other   girls   find needed equipment.     Even though the  girls 
were   slow and inexperienced, the  food was  fairly well prepared.     The 
entire  group talked over  some of their problems. 
At 6*25  o'clock,   the hostess tidied herself to meet  the  guests 
when they arrived.     The  other girls   discovered they had forgotten to 
invite  one  of the   guests, a former student teacher.     The  other two 
guests,   a student teacher and a high  school girl, arrived at 6»30 
o'clock.     The hostess  greeted them at   the door,  took their ooats,   and 
invited them into the  living room.    She entertained graciously until 
the host announced dinner. 
The  dinner was  about ten minutes   late and the   girls were not 
too composed nor were they at ease when the hostess invited the  guests 
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into the dining room.     The hostess did not   direct the   seating and the 
instructor had to  do this.    When everyone was  seated,  the host  read 
the   blessing from a  card which she had in her  lap* 
The   conversation and   service of the  dinner was  very poor.     The 
girls were constantly talking about   the  food.     Their talking and laughing 
were both   loud and  boisterous.     When the bread was  passed the   first  time 
three of the girls took two biscuits  each.    After that, when they wanted 
bread,  they would   say very rudely,   "I  want  some  bread."     No one asked 
the   guests to have   bread.     The  conversation was  loud and the dinner did 
not move  smoothly.     At the  end of the main  course, all  the  girls did not 
place the  used  silver on their  plates   properly,   nor did  the maid remove 
the  plates  from the table in a graceful manner.     Even though  she  had 
read about the correct way of removing plates and had practiced with 
the   instructor,   she  hesitated at  every cover.     She also made remarks 
and   laughed about what  she was doing.     The  other girls   laughed also. 
The maid  did serve  the dessert correctly and the conversation became 
more pleasant.    After the dessert was   finished,  the hostess asked the 
guests  to  go into the  living  room.    At this time all the girls  got   up 
from the   left   side   of the chairs. 
Everyone went   into the   living room and  visited  for  a short 
time.     Since the  group had  planned to  see  a downtown movie, all the 
girls including the high  school  guests,  asked to be excused to  clear 
away and wash the  dishes.     The  instructor and the   student  teacher 
remained  in the  living room.     In order to  get  to the movie  on time  and 
not to be  late  returning, the   girls  left  one washer of  dishes to be 
done when  they returned. 
The four overnight   pupils, the one high  school girl   guest,   the 
student teacher, and the  instructor went to the movie  in the  instructor's 
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oar.     The  entire group aat together.    After the movie,   the   instructor 
took the  two  guest■ home and the   four  girls back to the homemaking 
cottage,  arriving  about   10|15.    At  this time the   girls finished  the 
dishes and tidied the kitohen,  doing this without a reminder.    When 
the dishes  were done, the housekeeper prepared and served ice cream 
and ginger ale to the group  in the   living room,  and they visited  for 
a  short time. 
Soon after the  refreshments were   finished,  the   instructor told 
the  girls  they should prepare  for  bed.    All  four of the  girls took baths. 
They were noisy while taking the baths and   left the   bathroom splashed 
with water.     The instructor had to ask them to  olean  the   floor,  tub, 
and  lavatory.     The   girls  did this willingly.     For some time after all 
the baths were taken the   girls visited together.     They were not ready 
for bed at the time   set  in the plans made  for the overnight   stay.     The 
instructor reminded then of the time and they soon went to bed. 
The   following morning the   instructor was the   first  to arise. 
Since the  girls had no alarm clock,   she  called  them at ten minutes of 
seven.     They were   ready to  prepare breakfast   by seven o'clock.     The 
girls were more familiar with the  equipment than the night   before and 
were able to work more efficiently.     The breakfast was   prepared and 
served  by 7»30.     This was the time   set  by the girls when they planned 
the   overnight   stay.     The  girl3 were more   polite  in both conversation 
and table   service than they were the night  before. 
After breakfast the girls met  in the  director's  room for a 
short conference period.    At this  time  they reviewed the tasks whioh 
should  be done before  leaving and the   ones they could   leave   until Mon- 
day.    All the houseoleaning and one washer of   clothes were  to be done 
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Saturday morning.     The  remainder of the   laundry and the calculation of 
food cost  per  person was   left  until Monday* 
After this short discussion period,  eaoh  girl  performed her own 
task.    The   food manager  cleared the table of the breakfast   dishes,  and 
cleaned the   living room and bathrooms.    The host  cleaned the  kitchen 
floor,  hall and  stairs,   and  put in one washer of olothes;   but  she  forgot 
to empty the   garbage.     The hostess washed the  dishes,   cleaned  the  dining 
room,  and bedroomsj however,   she  forgot to  remove the table  decorations 
in the dining room.    The housekeeper cleaned the   kitchen and  all-purpose 
room. 
Since two of the girls worked downtown,  the  group planned  their 
work  so that  they would be able to  leave by 9|30.     They had all their 
tasks  done and were ready to  leave on time. 
The  following Monday the host  and housekeeper  finished the 
laundry.    The   food manager calculated the cost of meals   per   person 
while the  hostess  ironed the   sheets that  had been  laundered  Saturday. 
She  and the  food manager ironed the Monday's  laundry the next  day during 
the   regular class period. 
Second Stay 
The  planning for this  one was much easier and   less time con- 
suming than the  first  one had been.     Both Wednesday and  Thursday,   the 
four girls were able to return to the class being taught by the  student 
teacher  for a  short time. 
The   girls planned to arrive at the   same time.     Three   of the 
girls arrived at  4*30.   however, the  fourth did not  come until 5.00 
o'clock because  she  had sprained her ankle as  she was   leaving home. 
Upon arrival the girls  talked upstairs  for a short while,   then started 
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the preparation  of dinner.     Since the maid had sprained her ankle and 
could not walk very well,  the  other girls   divided moat  of her duties 
between them.     She made the tea and helped   alice the  potatoes   for the 
French fries!    The  girls worked together well without asking for 
assistance  from the   instructor.     They had  dinner ready to   serve by 
6*00  o'clock,  the time set   in the  plans   for the  overnight   stay. 
When the   guests arrived the   hostess   greeted  them and took 
their wraps.     She was  very careful to  say "excuse me"  when   she   left 
the  room, but  she   left her  guests too much alone before and after dinner. 
The hostess invited the  group into the dining room and  directed 
the   seating without any confusion.     Both the   service and   the   food were 
different from those  of the  first  stay.     The plates  were  served at the 
table,    at  first the host  did not  set the   plates  down before  serving 
them,   and the hostess did not start   serving the   rolls.     One  of the other 
girls  passed the   rolls.    All the   girls  contributed to the conversation 
and included everyone  in their discussions.     This time they were  very 
gracious to  the   guests. 
Before dinner,   the housekeeper offered to remove the  dishes and 
serve  the  dessert  sinoe the maid  could not  walk very well.     The maid 
consented to this and thanked her.     The housekeeper  removed the dishes 
and served the  dessert correctly;   however,   she reached  over one person 
while   replenishing the tea.     She   corrected this error and   made no 
comment on it. 
After dinner,   the   student teacher excused herself,   since   she 
had to  attend a meeting.     The girls,   including the  high  school  guests, 
cleaned the kitchen and had everything done   in time  for the  7*10 o'clock 
movie. 
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Upon returning to the cottage, the girls bathed and dressed for 
bed*     They shared the bathroom and  did not   leave   it   splashed with water. 
One  of the  girls had  borrowed a kodak from another  girl  In the   class, 
so after bathing and  dressing for bed,  the   girls took piotures  in their 
new pajamas*    After taking piotures they decided they wanted  cokes. 
They took these upstairs  and played  rummy on the   floor   until   11,30 
o'clock*    Then they got   into  bed,  turned out the   lights,   and   listened 
to the radio  for the  song they had  requested to be   played.    After it was 
played they turned off the   radio and  soon went to  sleep. 
The   following morning the   girls were   called by the   instructor 
and   prepared breakfast without any assistance  from her.     Breakfast was 
ready by the  scheduled time, and again the housekeeper served in the 
place of the maid. 
After breakfast  the   group had a  short  conference to discuss 
the  morning activities  before the  instructor  left   for  her class.    At 
this time the  girls  offered to do the maid's tasks,   but  she   said that 
she would be able to  do   them.    When the  instructor returned after class, 
the  cottage was tidy and two washers of clothes had  been  laundered. 
The   following Monday the   instructor had to  remind the  girls to   finish 
the  laundry and do the ironing. 
The  girls came to the  cottage with the  one   idea of  "having fun" 
and their first stay was  not very successful.     Through this   partial 
failure the  girls realised that the sucoess of the overnight  stay is 
dependent upon the contributions  of each girl; and they resolved to try 
to make the   second stay more successful.     Through the  second  stay the 
girls had a muoh better attitude.    They tried to solve problems for 
themselves and tried to make the overnight  stay a sucoess. 
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Group £ 
Three  girls were the   same for the   first and second  stay of 
Group C.     The  fourth girl for the  first stay was the  girl  with the  back 
disorder.     She   left after the   evening entertainment and   was   replaced by 
a high   school  guest.     The fourth girl for the  second  stay had  stayed 
twice with  Group B.     She had an opportunity for the third  stay after the 
girl dropped out of  school because of her marriage. 
First  Stay 
The   preparatory planning and   studying for this   group was con- 
ducted  in the   same manner as  for the  previous two groups with the 
exception of table  service.     They had had  some work in class on table 
service and table   etiquette which eliminated the necessity of the 
group including any special  study on this   subject. 
Until time for dinner the activities  of the   group  progressed  in 
a satisfactory manner  similar to that of the   first  group.     Bach girl 
carried  out  her own  responsibilities with a   fair degree  of success.     How- 
ever,  just   before dinner the host   seemed worried.     She told the hostess 
to ask the blessing because   she   did not want to ask it  herself.     The 
hostess talked to the  instructor about the blessing; and  of course,   it 
was decided that the hostess  should ask the  blessing.    All during the 
meal the  host was very quiet and   seemed ill  at ease.     Several attempts 
were made  to  include her in the   conversation but with no   success.     She 
did not   seem "to talk the  language"  of the  other girls. 
After dinner the  student teacher,  the   instructor,   and the 
hostess went  into the   living room.     The  other  girls cleaned the  dishes 
and got them ready for washing.     They were   unable to wash the  dishes 
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because two washers   of clothes had been laundered by a   resident  graduate 
student and one washer of dishes had been done by the  girls before  dinner, 
leaving no hot water*    This  situation can be avoided in the  future. 
The  entire  group with the exception of the  student  teacher went 
to the movie.     Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the  entertainment and the 
ride  afterwards when the   instructor was taking the  guests  home.     Upon 
arrival at  the   cottage after talcing the   guests  home,  the   girls washed 
the  dishes.     Everything progressed  smoothly until bedtime.     The  girls 
turned  out their lights at the hour   set   by the   group but the host  per- 
sisted in talking afterward.     Finally,  the   instructor went  upstairs;  to 
find the  host was sitting on the floor talking to her roommate.     When the 
instructor reminded her that  it was  getting late,   she got into bed and 
soon went to  sleep.     This was   later  found to be a  very important  con- 
versation. 
The  following morning the   girls arose at  the designated hour 
without being called.    The  preparation of breakfast was  carried out 
according to schedule with the exception of the   coffee.     The   instructor 
had to  prepare  this as the  host   spent the entire time  getting the 
froten concentrated orange  juice  ready for  serving. 
After breakfast,   during the  cleaning period,  the  hostess went 
to the instructor and told what the   host had been talking about the night 
before.     The host felt that no one   liked her and  she  did not know how to 
make   friends with the other girls  and  become one of the  group.     The 
hostess was diwturbwd about her being unhappy and wanted to help her. 
She suggested that  she go to the   parties  given by the class and  let the 
girls  know she  wanted to be   friends.    Upon this suggestion,  the  host 
said,   "But   I never have a good time.     I'd rather   stay home."    After this 
remark,  the hostess did not  know what  to  say.     Since the  girls  had to 
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leave by nine o'clock there was not  time for   further consideration of 
thia problem at this time.     Of course,   the   hostess had stated her de- 
sire to help the  host  develop a  feeling of belongingness to the  group. 
The  instructor decided to carry the   problem over into a conference 
period with the host.     The matter was  carried  forward to the pupil's 
case  study*     The  final  cleaning was completed and  the entire group  had a 
feeling of a job well done*     The   rest   of the   laundry was  done the 
following Monday and  Tuesday* 
Seoond Stay 
The  planning  for this   group was much   simpler and   less time 
consuming than for any of the other five  groups.     Because  of a  field 
trip which the whole  class took part in on Wednesday,  all the  planning 
had to be  put off  until Thursday.     Since there was a shortage of time 
for planning,  the   group suggested  using a  plan worked out  by the  group 
the  week before.     Each girl  got  a copy of this.     Then they planned the 
menus for dinner and breakfast.     The hostess made  out the market  order 
and had it  checked by the instructor.     The oook divided the   food pre- 
paration among the  girls.     She first  asked  if anyone preferred pre- 
paring a  certain food  or should   she assign the various  tasks.     No  girl 
had any special choice.     They said that they would be  satisfied with the 
way she would assign the  preparation of the  food.    After the assignments 
for food  preparation were made the   girls went to their next  class.     They 
had to  prepare their  individual time   schedules  at home,  and there was no 
master schedule made* 
During the   class period Friday,   the  girls  cleaned the  oottage and 
did part   of the  food preparation.    The maid  prepared the   lemon mousse 
and the  housekeeper mixed the  rolls. 
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All the   girls arrived around  5iOO  o'clock*     Bach girl had worked 
out  her  schedule  and  knew what  to do.    They worked together and  seemed 
to enjoy the preparation of dinner very such.    There were no questions 
asked  such as,   "Now what   do   I do7" or "where  can I   find this?"     Every- 
one did her task well and  dinner was   ready to   serve by 6i30  o'clock. 
When the   guests arrived  the hostess  greeted then at the door 
and entertained them in the living room.    As  soon as all the girls   came 
in,   she   invited the   group  into   the dining room and directed the   seating. 
Both the  food and the   service were  similar to that used  for the  previous 
stay;   however,   there were  a few changes.     The   spaghetti was cooked 
unbroken this time and it was   served  from the  kitchen.     The  sauce was 
passed at the table. 
Most  of the   conversation during dinner centered around how to 
eat  spaghetti and the characters  in the   school  play.     When the  first 
course was almost  over one of the  girls  asked the hostess why she  did not 
eat her salad.     She   said,   "But   I  did eat my salad!"     Then  she discovered 
she had eaten the  salad belonging to the   guest  at her right.     She was 
very embarrassed,   but the  guest   said,   "I  will  eat my salad when we   re- 
turn from the play.    I had rather have it then."    The maid removed the 
dishes  and  served the dessert  nicely. 
After dinner the   girls   cleaned the  kitchen.     They told the 
instructor and the Btudent teacher to visit  in the  living  room because 
they did not need any help with the dishes since only the ones used 
during the meal were to be washed.    All the  cooking  utensils had  been 
washed before dinner. 
As «oon as the  dishes were washed, the   girls tidied themselves 
for the   school  play.     Two  of them went with their dates.     The  others 
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went with the instructor.  They sat together and came back together, as 
suggested by the girls rather than the instructor. 
Upon returning to the cottage and after the guests had gone, the 
.iris bathed and dressed for bed.  They had cokes, took pictures, and 
played hearts until 11J30.  Then they rot into bed and listened to the 
radio for the song which they had requested to be played. As soon as 
they heard it they turned off the radio and went to sleep. 
The following morning, the hostess called all the girls.  They 
dressed and had breakfast prepared by 8j20, the scheduled time.  The 
food was very well prepared. After breakfast, there was a short group 
conference in which the instructor checked on the morning activities 
before going to class.  The girls had their tasks planned and thought 
they would be ready to leave by 10»00 o'clock. 
When the instructor returned to the cottage around lltOO, 
everything was in order and two washers of clothes had been laundered. 
The instructor put in the third washer of clothes.  The following 
Monday each girl ironed her own sheets and pillow cases and divided the 
table linen between three of the girls.  The fourth girl computed the 
cost of food. 
In the second stay for the girls as compared with the first, the 
greatest improvement was increased independence; also they seemed to be 
more at ease with the teachers and felt free to express their wishes. 
CHAPTER III 
THE  INDIVIDUAL IN THE  GROUP 
Twelve pupils were  Included  in the   plans   for the  overnight 
stay.    Fictitious names are  substituted for the  real name of each pupil. 
Data   for each  pupil was available   in the   form of the anecdotal  record 
for   each pupil,   two evaluation  sheets of   each pupil and the  conference 
report kept by the   resident   instructor.     One pupil  from Group A was 
written up in detail with her anecdotal   record,   evaluation   sheets and 
conference report  inserted.     The  other pupils were written  up   in   less 
detail  using  only those   incidents   unique  to the particular  pupil. 
Sue Walker1 
Sue was a member of the first and   fourth  groups.     She  had com- 
pleted her skirt  ahead of moat  of the  other  girls   in the clothing con- 
struction class and was  ready for new learning.    As an introduction to 
the   kitchen  equipment   she  helped with the   preparation and   serving of 
hot tea and brownies to  the   entire  class  of twelve. 
Thursday Sue made out the market   order  for all the   meals  and 
refreshments   served during the  overnight   stay,   and had  it   checked by 
the   instructor.    After  school.   Sue  ohecked  on the  prices  of the  needed 
foods at  several   stores and found the A *   P to have   lower prices   for 
the things we needed.     She purchased all the supplies Thursday afternoon 
and  brought them to the   cottage  Friday morning before her 8|00 o'clock 
1.  See Appendix  B,   pp.   105-115,   for the anecdotal record on 
which this  is  based. 
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class.     When she was  putting the   supplies  away she discovered that   she 
had  left the  butter  in her Mother's  refrigerator.    The  group  used the 
resident  instructor's butter and Sue  brought  the  butter from her  home 
the following week* 
During the  class  period Friday,   Sue  prepared the  congealed 
apple   sauce and  cinnamon heart   salad,   using her own favorite   recipe. 
While  she was  preparing the  salad Friday several of the  girls  in the 
class who were  not  staying overnight this  time  said they wanted  the 
recipe  because the  salad  smelled so  good.    After getting the   salad   into 
the molds and  placing them in the  refrigerator,  Sue  cleaned the  dining 
room.     She  vacuumed the entire   rug,   used the  dust mop on the   floor, 
dusted all the   furniture,   the window sill,   and the   radiator* 
Sue arrived at 3|15 Friday afternoon.    Soon after her arrival 
she asked if  she might  begin cleaning the   living room,  hall,   director's 
room and  stairs*    This  cleaning had not  been done by another  pupil  during 
the class  period because of a conflict*     She  started the  cleaning and 
soon one  of the  other girls came, and together they finished the 
cleaning.     Sue   decided to clean the   finger prints from the woodwork. 
She asked the   instructor what   she oould  us*     for this  purpose,   and  the 
instructor told her about the   Zero  in the  cleaning  closet.    When Sue had 
finished,  she asked where  she  oould get   some   Zero  because  she wanted to 
get some for home use* 
During the preparation of dinner Sue   showed evidence  of having 
had previous experience with  food preparation.    She was able to follow 
recipes and find needed  supplies and equipment without  asking for assist- 
ance.    She was also able to help the  other girls with their food prepara- 
tion.     She helped with the preparation of the meat   loaf.     She thought 
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the recipe was a good one because it called for vegetables.  She wanted 
the vegetables grated in very small pieces so they would blend well with 
the meat* 
After helping with the meat loaf Sue assembled the salad.  The 
instructor helped her remove the leaves from the head of lettuce by 
removing the core and running water through the head*  She also wanted 
to know an easy way to remove congealed salads from the mold.  The in- 
structor showed her how to remove one salad by placing the mold in 
hot water for a short time*  She finished the salads and placed them in 
the refrigerator*  Then she put on the frozen turnip greens in boiling, 
salted water* When everything was prepared Sue helped serve the plates 
in the kitchen and placed them on the table*  She said this would 
simplify the service at the meal* 
Sue was host at dinner.  She read a very good blessing from a 
card standing against her plate.  The card would have been less notice- 
able in her lap.  During the meal she was very gracious and entertainingj 
however, she seemed to be a little nervous and uncertain about what she 
was doing. 
After dinner,  while the  guest  and the resident   instructor were 
talking in the   living room,   Sue helped the   other  three girls do the 
dishes.    When she  saw that  they would be  unable  to finish  in time to get 
to the  play,   she  asked the  resident  instructor   if the   dishes might be 
left  until after the  play.     The dishes were   left and the  girls  got   ready 
to go to the  school auditoriusn 
Sue  enjoyed the play very much but was  eager to get  back to the 
house to do the dishes.    When she had finished the dishes  she prepared 
and served the ginger ale   in the   living room. 
After the refreshments were  finished and  the   dishes washed.   Sue 
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bathed  and dressed  for bed.     She  did not monopolize the   bathroom and 
seemed  to enjoy visiting with the   girls.    While  the  housekeeper was 
taking a bath,   Sue  short   sheeted her bed.     She   first asked the  instructor 
if   she might   do this.     The  instructor thought  it was quite permissible. 
Sue enjoyed this   very much.    When   it came  time   for lights  out  Sue was 
still  talking.    She had to be   reminded that   it was   getting late.     She 
took the reminder well and soon went  to   sleep. 
The   following morning Sue was the  first to arise.     She called 
the  other girls,   and dressed quickly in order to   start breakfast.     She 
prepared the   pancakes  using a recipe that  her twelve-year-old brother 
had perfected.     She told the   other  girls that  pancakes must   be  fried  in 
a   very  small  amount   of  fat to  prevent them from being greasy.     During 
breakfast Sue  seemed to   be more at ease  than the night   before.     She   said 
the blessing  for this meal  instead of reading  it.    After breakfast  Sue 
helped with  the dishes and tidied the dining  room.     She   asked  if   she 
might  help mop the  kitchen floor.     It took her  until  9i00 to   finish the 
floor.     She   did all of these tasks well and  upon leaving stated that 
she  had enjoyed the overnight   stay and was   looking forward to the   next 
one.     Monday Sue   oomputed the   cost  of food per  person. 
In her evaluation of the   first   overnight   stay Sue said she   en- 
joyed  short   sheeting Frances'   bed  because  it  helped make a  little ex- 
citement and   variation,   but   she  did not   think one   should   carry a  prac- 
tical joke too far (Evaluation of First Overnight Stay By One Pupil, 
Appendix C,   pp.   117-118).     Sue was   of the  opinion that   for the  first 
time most  of the things done were   successful,   but  she   felt that the more 
you do   something the more   successful  you  become.     Sue was able  to   see why 
the  cleaning,   the conversation at the table,   and the   getting to bed  on 
time  did not  go particularly well,   and  had  suggestions  as to what   could 
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be done about  it another time.     From the first  stay Sue  reported that 
she had   learned several things  pertaining to housekeeping,  food prepara- 
tion,   table   service and etiquette,  and time management.     For class work 
Sue wanted   further study in these   same  topics.    According to Sue,  it is 
not what  else we  need in the cottage   but   it ia the   success  and ambitions 
of the  girls which enable the  overnight   stay to be a success. 
For the  next  overnight   stay,   Sue  suggested that   everyone arrive 
about the  same time and   leave at the   same time,   planning the   duties 
accordingly.     If we would clean up  better as we  go  along our time would 
work out  better.    Then if we  could arrange to  get  ready  for bed earlier 
and do this by setting the time   for   supper up a  little we would  feel 
better the  following morning,    We  should also try not to  forget things 
that we are   supposed to have  such as   recipes and butter. 
During the   conference in preparation  for the next overnight 
stay Sue mentioned the naturalness of the   situation,  the  benefit  of 
working with other girla,  and the   subject matter taught   in class which 
would help with the next   overnight   stay  (Appendix C,   p,   119),     She 
wanted to   include  dil'ierent  foods and  different ways of  serving the   food 
as new experiences  in the next overnight  stay. 
For the  second  stay,   even though Sue had suggested that the 
girls arrive together,   she was  unable  to  come   until 5|00 o'clock be- 
cause  of a   scout meeting.     Soon after her arrival   she  started her 
dinner preparation.     Sue's  new responsibilities  included arranging the 
centerpiece and   setting the table.     She worked a  long time arranging and 
rearranging the  centerpieoe.    After   getting the table  ready for dinner, 
she kept the  dishes washed  so that  it would not take   long to tidy the 
kitchen after dinner.     This was  one   of her suggestions made after the 
first  stay. 
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When dinner was ready,   Sue   invited  the   group  into  the   dining room 
and directed the   Beating with  ease.     She was a  good conversationalist and 
kept  the  discussion moving along interesting ohannels.    After dinner   she 
invited the   group into the   living room,  but  everyone,   including the 
guests,   wanted to help with the dishes. 
Upon  returning to the cottage   Sue took her turn  in the   bathroom 
and dressed for bed.     She was   very considerate of the   others,   and   left 
the bathroom in good  order. 
After dressing for bed,   she took pictures with the group.     She 
seemed to  enjoy talking with the  girls,   and  she got a coke   sometime  be- 
fore  bedtime.     When  it came  time   for bed Sue was  ready.     She turned  out 
her  light,   got   into bed,  and  listened to the  radio for the   song she  had 
requested to be  played.    After hearing it   she turned off the   radio and 
went  to   sleep. 
For breakfast, Sue set the table and prepared the toast. She 
forgot to watch the first pan and let it burn. The next pan of toast 
was golden brown. 
The   following Monday Sue   ironed her   share  of the   sheets, but   she 
did not   do a  good job of the ironing. 
In her evaluation of the  second overnight stay,   among  the new 
things  Sue  had   learned were  that   it  is   better to  sweep the   stairsteps 
before  cleaning the   hallj  that   one can   get  more work done  if there are 
not too many people tryinf to help, that  one must watch toast  carefully 
when preparing  itj   and when making coffee,   one must  use the  exact amount 
called  for in the recipe  or  it will  be too weak or too strong   (Evaluation 
of Second  Overnight  Stay by One  Pupil,  Appendix C,   p.   120).    According 
to Sue the  cottage  is fine.     We   still  have more things to   learn about   it, 
but  thit  will take  care of itself with time. 
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Sue was  very cooperative and  enthusiastic about the planning 
of the  overnight   stay.     Before and   during the  two   stays Sue   showed the 
ability to   see things that needed to be done,   the willingness to help 
others,   the willingness  to do more  than her   share,   evidence of previous 
experience with food  preparation,   interest   in  learning new things,   the 
ability to  readjust   her plans,  and  interest   in carrying over new ideas 
to her home.     Sue  came  to  the  cottage with more to  offer than  some   of 
the   girls  and   she  showed the ability to benefit   from the  experience 
without much   guidance and to offer constructive  suggestions and  carry 
them out* 
Mary Brooks 
Mary Brooks was a member of the first and fourth groups. 
Thursday during the class period she was able to get the table mats 
ironed, to clean the tarnished silver, and to plan the table decora- 
tions after malting out her own time schedule.  Friday, she was unable 
to do any of her cleaning during the olass period because the princi- 
pal asked her to take a test.  When Uary arrived Friday afternoon she 
was out of breath.  She immediately started her food preparation and 
worked without stopping until all her tasks were finished.  She seemed 
to find pleasure in getting a task accomplished! but, sometimes she did 
not do things well*  For example, she forgot the napkins when she set 
the table. 
Even though Mary was a little nervous during dinner, she con- 
tributed to the conversation and tried to make the guests feel at 
home.  She was a little awkward in removing the dishes, and did not take 
the plates from the correct side of the personj however, she did serve 
the dessert correctly. 
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While  preparing for bed  Mary was   very considerate of  the other 
girls and took her turn using the bathroom.    When   she  found out about 
the plan to short  sheet Frances* bed she was  very excited.     However,   she 
wanted the  instructor's permission before   carrying  out the idea.    After 
the  short  sheeting Mary was   very slow getting in bed  as she had too much 
to talk about.    When the instructor  reminded her that   it was time  for 
light* to be out,   she  got into bed,  but   continued to talk to her roommate 
for some time before  going to sleep. 
The  following morning Mary seemed to be more  at eases   however, 
she was   still working  under tension because she had to leave  by 8t45   in 
order  to get to work on time.     After breakfast   she  did her morning 
cleaning and helped mop the   kitchen floor which was not   required but 
she wanted to help the  girls.     Because   of the   latter task  she was  unable 
to  leave  until 9|00.     While  hurrying down the  step to  catch the trolly, 
she  fell and skinned her knee  badly.     She would not take time to go back 
to the  cottage and bandage  it   because the trolly was  in sight. 
Monday and Tuesday,   Mary helped with the  ironing of the   sheets. 
She was a   little   slower getting this task done and  suggested  using the 
sheets and pillow cases unironed.     "It would   save time and  you could be 
doing things you want to do,"   she said. 
Mary stated on her evaluation sheet that   she thought  the dinner 
and entertainment were successful,  but  of course they oould be  improved 
upon.     She realised that the cleaning was not  done as well as  it   should 
have been because the  group was  unable to arrive together and  some had 
to  leave early.     Mary stated that  she had  learned something about   food 
preparation,  table service  and etiquette,  meal  planning and housekeeping. 
She  felt  a need   for  further study in  class of these   same things to make 
the next overnight stay run more smoothly.    She also felt that the 
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cottage needed a  clock  upstair* and that  the  group needed to   plan more 
carefully for the next  stay* 
During the  conference  period,   Mary   stated that  she  felt the 
overnight  stay gave a true to life experience and that  you  could  learn 
more easily this way.     She also   felt that   it was good to   get away from 
home   some.     Her mother  feels   it  is a  good experience and wished  she had 
had  something  like  it when she was  in school* 
During the  second stay Mary was   still working under tension* 
She was  a   little   late  in arriving because she  had to  get  some things 
ready to be taken to her mother in the hospital,  and  had to buy her 
pajamas to wear  for the  picture taking.    After  she arrived   she  immediately 
started her food  preparation and worked  until she had all her tasks  com- 
pleted.     She  asked for very little assistance during the  preparation 
period.    After preparing the thousand   island dressing and helping  pre- 
pare  the butterscotch    pudding,   she  said  she was   going to  have them at 
home   sometire because they were  good and easy to prepare. 
Mary was host at   dinner*     She  said the blessing and served the 
food properly without any confusion.     She  seemed  to be more  calm and to 
enjoy talking with the  group. 
Upon returning to the  cottage after attending an enjoyable movie, 
Mary wanted to bathe  and put  on her pajamas.     She  used her time  effi- 
ciently and soon had her pajamas on ready for the pioture taking.    All 
the   girls thought her  pajamas were  "The  outest ones they had ever seen" 
and wanted to  know where   she had  found them,   how much they cost,  and if 
they might  get  some  like them.     Of course Mary was  pleased with this and 
answered all the questions.    Mary enjoyed the   picture taking very much 
and   liked being able  to get a  coke when she wanted it.    When   it   came time 
for getting  into bed Mary was ready. 
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The  following morning she  did  all  her breakfast   preparation 
well.    Again she was  host and this time   she asked a different blessing. 
All during thi3 meal Mary  se^.ed to be at  ease  end happy.     However,   she 
said tne   food was not  g co because it w- r  cold.    After breakfast Mary 
did her morning cleaning well and when she   left she   said  she had enjoyed 
tne   stay very much and everv >ad been  easier to do this 1 .      . 
From this  overnight  stay Mary learned how to make thousand 
island  dressing,   how to   : r in  bable mats and  napkins and  hi...   -o  serve 
well at  the table.     She thought  the  cottage was  in good  condition when 
the  girls  CRD    and  when they left and that  the   overnight   stay went 
smoothlyj   however,   she did  suggest  getting to bed earlier if we  had 
another   stay. 
Throughout   both stays,   Mary was  very cooperative,   enthusiastic, 
considerate of  others,   eager to   get her work done,  although she   did not 
always   do it well,   willing to help others, and showed  oririnalityi   how- 
ever,   she   seemed  to  work and plan in a  hurry and was always  under tension. 
She  came to both  overnight   stays tense  and high spirited.     She worked 
under   pressure  during the  entire first   stay,  but during the  second   stay 
this tension gradually decreased to   some extent.     Mary had a   great   deal 
of home   responsibilities at this time,   because her mother was  in the 
hospital.    This may be the  reason  for her high tension;   however,   she still 
needs  to be encouraged to plan her time and work in order to  save energy. 
Gwen Barber 
Gwen was a member of the   first   and   fourth  groups.     She was   very 
interested  in the   stay and wanted her mother to   see the cottage and to 
know what the group did  during the  stay. 
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Friday during the  class period Gwen tried to  olean the all- 
purpose  roomj  but since the class, taught by the  student teacher, was 
being held there,   she could not clean it thoroughly and this   worried 
her.    She  went ahead and cleaned the  kitchen as  best   she   couid;   then she 
helped  some of the  other girls with their  cleaning. 
Owen asked her mother to  bring her to the cottage  Friday after- 
noon.     She  took her mother over  the entire  cottage and explained what 
the group was  going to do while there.    After her mother   left,   Gwen 
helped  with the  cleaning that  was   supposed to have been done  by another 
girl  during the class  period.     Even though this was  not her assigned 
cleaning,   she was very willing and eager to  do  everything  correctly. 
At   5i00  Gwen suggested starting dinner.     She   prepared the meat 
loaf with some assistance   from the host.     She asked  how to  grate the 
vegetables and what  pan to  use  in baking the  loaf.     When she finished 
the meat  loaf she   prepared the  gingerbread,   using a  prepared mix. 
Eoth the  gingerbread and meat  loaf were good. 
Gwen was unable  to  greet the  guests when they arrived because 
she was combing her hair.     Soon after their arrival   she came   into the 
living room, and asked the   guests   if they had brought  a box  of soda for 
they would  surely need  it  after  this   first meal.     She was  a  gracious and 
charming hostess and always asked to be  excused   if   she needed to   leave 
the room. 
Gwen invited the  group into the  dining room and directed the 
seating.     She   seemed to be a  little nervous and not  sure of herself but 
was  very eager to do the  right thing.     She  did forget to   pass the bread 
and sugar and had to be  reminded  of this.     During dinner   she helped   lead 
the  conversation.     Gwen  stated that  she  enjoyed the   dinner and felt   it 
was the most  successful  feature   of the stay.     She   felt that there was a 
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little too »uch  giggling, but   everyone  seemed to be at ease and  in a  good 
mood.    After dinner she invited the guests  into the  living room, and 
when they  left  she  helped them into  their ooats. 
The   following morning Gwen prepared the brown   sugar  syrup.     She 
was much more at ease during breakfast than   she had been at dinner.     How- 
ever,   she thought that breakfast was not  good because the  food was   cold 
and that  plans   should have been made  to keep the  food  warm.    After 
breakfast Gwen  cleaned the bedrooms  and bathrooms well and asked if  she 
might mop the  floor.     She helped do this  and was  ready to   leave at   9:20. 
Gwen listed the most   successful   features  of the  overnight  stay 
as  being the  preparation and  serving of dinner,   the short  sheeting of 
Frances*  bed,   the entertainment,  and the  refreshments.     The conversation 
at the table was  the least   sucoessful  feature because the  group did not 
know how the meal would  turn out. 
From the overnight  stay Gwen  learned how to make  a meat   loaf, 
gingerbread, maple   syrup; how to  cook turnip  greens and mashed potatoes; 
how to   grate a  lemon before juicing;  and  how to organise things to  do 
at  certain times.     She  suggested table   service and table   etiquette as 
possible  class activities that would make the next  overnight   stay run 
more   smoothly.     She thinks  the cottage  is  fine as   it  is and the only 
thing  she would add  is  bedroom curtains.     They would make the  rooms more 
attractive. 
During the   second overnight   stay,   Gwen was   still enthusiastic 
about her work.     She was efficient  in making plans  and in carrying out 
her   share  of the activities.     Her tasks   shifted for  this   stay.     She 
bought the   supplies  Thursday afternoon and cleaned the hall,  the director's 
room and the powder room on Friday.    She had plenty of time to do these 
tasks  and when she  finished  she   stated that   it   is much easier to work 
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when you are  not   in a  hurry. 
Gwen was a  little  later in arriving than  planned because  of a 
dental appointment.     Immediately after her arrival »he started her tasks 
for dinner.     She   felt that the preparation of dinner was well done  and 
every one worked together. 
When   Gwen removed the dishes  during the meal  she   forgot and 
removed the  plates before  removing the  serving dishes;   however,  she was 
skillful  in removing the dishes and  in serving the dessert.     She helped 
with the  dishwashing and was  very glad that the  utensils used in the 
food preparation had been washed before dinner. 
During the  period after the movie and before   bedtime,   Gwen 
seemed to  enjoy just visiting with the  girls and taking pictures of 
the   group.     She thought that   it was much better to be able to get   cokes 
when the girls wanted them than to have a  planned time for refreshments 
because it would be  done  like that  at home. 
Learning  for Gwen  from this   stay  included  food preparation,  the 
way to  iron table mats, and the  family method   of food  service.    She made 
no suggestions   for classwork and feels that   the cottage   is   perfect with- 
out any changes.     F0r the next  stay she  felt the need  for further  planning 
and   group participation in activities.     For new experiences   she suggested 
having a party at the  house and   inviting boys. 
During the  planning and carrying out  of the overnight  stays, 
Gwen was very cooperative and eager to  do her parti   and  she wanted the 
overnight   stays to be   successful.     Her mother was   interested  in knowing 
what  the   girls did while at the cottage.     Gwen  recognised  her abilities 
and her short   comings.     She asked for assistance only when she needed 
it,  and she   gave help to the other  girls when ever  possible.    As  a re- 
sult,  she  strengthened herself and contributed to the group experience. 
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Frances  Millar 
Frances was a member of the  first and   fifth groups.     She arrived 
at  5t00 for the firrt  «tay and brought   her mother1* recipe   for the neat 
loaf.     Her mother had sent  the celery and  carrots  to be  used  in the 
loaf that morning.     During the preparation of dinner Frances was con- 
stantly asking for help.     She could do nothing without  first being 
shown.    Again at breakfast  the following morning Frances  had to have 
someone read  the directions to her before   she could dilute   the   orange 
juice.     The   only other thing she  was able to get   done for breakfast was 
to  pour the milk.     She was also  very slow ironing the   sheets after the 
overnight  stayj however,  she did  it well. 
Frances  felt the most  successful features  of the   first   overnight 
stay included the  dinner,  because  everything was  "so nice and  planned to 
the minute;" talking to  the   company} and seeing the   play.     She  made no 
mention of any feature being unsuccessful*     For the  second stay she 
felt   the  preparation and   serving  of dinner,   the breakfast,   and the 
evening's entertainment were   successful.    She also   enjoyed  the movie  so 
much that   she   wanted to   stay and   see   it again.     However,   she was willing 
to  go when the   instructor said the   group must   get back to the  cottage. 
Frances  listed no  feature as being unsuccessful   for the  stay.     It seemed 
that   she was  aware   chiefly of the   sociability of the  stays. 
She   did make  considerable  progress during the two   stays.     During 
the  planning  of the  first  overnight stay Franoes was interested  in it, 
however,   she  was unable to   lead any of the  discussion,   and was  constantly 
asking the  group to go  slower because   she  could not keep up with the 
division of duties.     For the  seoond stay she was  able to  follow the 
planning with  less   difficulty. 
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On making the beds  for the   first  stay Frances   said  she  did not 
know how to make  a bed and wanted the  instructor to   show her how.     The 
instructor helped Frances make one bed and   she  spent  the rest of the 
class  period making the  other three beds.     She  did not pet the   floors 
cleaned or the   furniture dusted.     However,   the  following morning she 
completed her share  of the  cleaning.    For the   second   stay Frances was 
able to  complete both the Friday afternoon and Saturday morning  cleanin.. 
One  of Frances'   food  preparation assignments  for the first   stay 
was making the   iced tea.    When  she  started this task   she could  not 
decide  upon the   pan to use  in heating the water.    After  someone   helped 
her select the   pan  she asked  how much water to use.    About this time   Bhe 
happened to remember that   she  had  not checked the refrigerator   for  ice 
during class   period.     She   found only two trays of ice.    As a result the 
tea was not  as   cold as it   should have  been.     For the   second  stay she 
asked to make  the  tea again.     Thi3 time   she   had plenty of ice and made 
the tea without assistance   from anyone. 
In preparing for bed the   first  overnight   stay,   Franoes  was   very 
slow.    While  she was in the tub bathing one   of the other girls   short- 
sheeted her bed.     Frances  did not take this  teasing well.    Finally,   after 
several reminders  from the   instructor,   Frances  got back  into bed and 
went to  sleep.     The  following morning Frances talked to the  instructor 
about being  short-sheeted.     She  said she  had not  enjoyed the   stay be- 
cause the  girls  had picked   on her and   spoiled her whole week-end.     The 
instructor tried to  get her to see that the   girls were  only joking. 
When Frances   filled out  her evaluation sheet  on the  first  stay she   con- 
tradicted  herself by making the   statement that  she  had "enjoyed being 
short-sheeted   so very much."     During the  conference  in preparation  for 
the next  overnight   stay,   Frances made   several comments about  the   short- 
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sheeting of her bed.     She  said that she  did not enjoy the  teasing the 
night of the   overnight   stay,   but   since  then   she had  decided to tease as 
well as take teasing.     Now she   feels better and gets along with the  girls 
better.     However,   she   did want to be with a  different group of girls 
for her   repeat stay and wanted to   choose her own  roommate.    When  pre« 
paring  for bed the second overnight  stay Frances took her turn bathing 
and  dressing for bed.     Then she had a  coke and took pictures with the 
girls.    After this she   got  into  bed and   listened to the   radio. 
Frances was  late arriving for the  second stay.     She had  planned 
to come  at  4i30 when the  other girls didj   however,   as  she was   leaving 
her home  she sprained her ankle.     Her mother taped it and brought Frances 
to the   oottage.     During the dinner preparation Frances made the tea as 
previously stated and   she  also helped  slice the potatoes for the  French 
fries.     Since her  foot hurt when she walked,  the  other  girls did the 
rest  of her food  preparation.    Friday during class   period Frances  had 
asked the   instructor  to   show her how to   remove plates and  serve the 
dessert   since   she was  the maid.     The  instructor helped Frances and  she 
practiced removing and  serving dishes.     Frances was  prepared to wait  on 
the table but after she hurt her foot one of the other girls volunteered 
to do this  for Frances.     Frances  oonsented to this.    During the con- 
ference the following morning Frances  said  she would be able to do her 
own cleaning and the   other girls would not  have to do   it.    When the 
instructor returned at lljOO o'clock she found Prances'  tasks well  done. 
Monday Frances   ironed her own sheets and those belonging to the   girl 
who had waited on the table  in her place during the first  stay. 
At the   first   stay since the  hostess was   busy when the   guests 
arrived Frances  greeted them.     She was  very anxious to  do her  part  of 
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the  entertaining, and was   so absorbed  in keeping the  guests   out  of the 
kitchen that  she  forgot to  take  their  ooats.     She   said,   "You are not 
supposed to go   into the  kitchen.     You are  guests  tonight."     Frances 
talked to them until the  hostess oame.     During dinner Frances   started 
talking about her teacher  spitting on her when he  talked.    The host 
hushed her quickly and told  her   she was  not to talk about  such things 
at  the  table.     Frances   seemed to be nervous and ill at  ease during the 
entire meal.     However,  during breakfast  Frances  seemed  to be more  at 
ease.     She   stated on the   evaluation  sheet  of the   first   stay that   she was 
very nervous   during  dinner but was  not  at breakfast.    At dinner of the 
second  stay Frances talked with the   girls and   seemed to  enjoy it  very 
much.     She  could not serve  as waitress because of her  foot,   but  she  did 
not complain about  its hurting.     For breakfast the next morning Frances 
prepared the  hot  chocolate which everyone enjoyed and thought was  very 
good. 
Frances felt that   she   learned more during  the  second   stay than 
•he  did at   the  first.     For the   first   stay she  stated that she had  learned 
how to make  beds properly,  how to set a table properly,   and how to make 
lemon  sauce.     During the   seoond  stay,   Frances   stated that   she   learned 
how to   serve   food at the table  and how to prepare   French fried potatoes, 
tossed salad,   cheese toast, and  lemon pie.     Frances made no   suggestions 
for  class work after the   first   overnight  stay.    But after the  second 
stay  she   stated that  she wanted to   learn new kinds  of  food  and study 
food preparation in class.     She felt that   the cottage   is almost  complete 
and there  is not much that  can   be done to make the   overnight   stay more 
satisfactory except have  a telephone  put  in the house   in case   something 
happens.     Frances also  said that her mother felt the overnight   stay  is a 
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good experience but she questions the value of all this equipment.  She 
felt it should be more like an ordinary home. After the first overnight 
stay she suggested dividing the work more evenly among the four girls; 
planning more things to do; and getting to bed earlier so we can have a 
little fun with the girls. 
Frances came to the cottage with a feeling of inadequacy and 
insecurity.  She was very willing to take suggestions, but she asked for 
much assistance^  She seemed to be chiefly concerned with the sociability 
of the group. After experiencing the first stay, she recognised some 
of her shortcomings and earnestly worked toward overcoming them.  She 
made some improvement during her second stay, and she is still working 
toward that end. 
Velma Kluttt 
Velma was a member of the second, fifth, and sixth groups.  She 
filled the place of the girl who had married.  During the first stay, 
Velma was very boisterous and untidy with most of her work; however, 
she was interested in food preparation. At the class period Friday 
Velma did not do any of her cleaning well.  She left the kitchen sink 
dirty and did not clean the floors in the bedrooms. All the time she 
worked she was very noisy.  Throughout the preparation of dinner, Velma 
showed some evidenoe of having prepared food.  She could solve her own 
problems, and she became a little provoked that the other girls did not 
try to do something without first asking, "Where is...T" or "How do...7* 
She made biscuits for her first time. Velma found her needed supplies 
and equipment and followed the recipe without any help. She was very 
proud of the biscuits and everyone thought they were good. When Velma 
finished her food preparation, she helped the other girls. 
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Sinoe the hostess was busy when the guests arrived. Vela* en- 
tertained them.  Once when she had to excuse herself to see about the 
biscuits she gave the guests some magazines to look at until she returned. 
Throughout the entire dinner, Yelma was very rude and boisterous. 
She put gum on her plate and called everyone's attention to this. When 
the biscuits were passed she took two so that she would have plenty. 
all this time she was laughing and talking in a very loud voioe.  Velma 
stated in her evaluation sheet that the dinner was not successful be- 
cause the group was too noisy and did not know what to do. 
While at the movie, Velma was very well behaved, but upon re- 
turning to the cottage she resumed her boisterousness. after she 
served the refreshments, she started dressing for bed.  She left the 
bathroom untidy but helped clean the room when the instructor suggested 
that she do this. Velma was very slow going to bed and had to be re- 
minded several times before getting into bed. 
The following morning Velma prepared her food well.  She was 
much better behaved during breakfast which she thought was successful. 
During the cleaning period she did not spend all her time laughing and 
talking but worked well until she completed everything. 
Velma stated that she learned something about meal planning, 
food preparation, and table service} however, she felt that she needed 
more study of the same topics in class to help make the next overnight 
stay run more smoothly. Also Velma felt that the first overnight stay 
could have been better and that the way the girls work together rather 
than ohanges in the cottage make the overnight stay satisfactory; how- 
ever, she does feel that the cottage needs a telephone. 
For the next overnight stay, Velma suggests making better plans, 
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serving dinner a  different way,  having different  entertainment,  and 
getting  up  later  in the morning.     She thinks that  the  elasswork  since 
the   last  stay will be  helpful   for the next  overnight  stay.     H»,r mother 
thinks the  overnight   stay furnishes valuable experience and  is  glad 
that Velma is able  to participate in suoh an experience. 
During the  second and third stays Velma  Bhowed a genuine 
interest  in all the   activities  carried  on by the  group.    She used her 
time  efficiently and was   very cooperative.    Velma  did her cleaning well 
without wasting her time  by visiting with the  other girls.     She worked 
and then visited.    Velma considered the   dinner for both the  second and 
third  stays   sucoessful.    She was  courteous and  polite.     For the   second 
stay she volunteered to wait   on the table for the   girl who had  sprained 
her ankle.     She   served well,   making only one  error.     She  reached  over 
one  person to replenish the   tea. 
Both nights Velma  seemed to enjoy taking piotures and  being 
with the girls.     When it  came  time for bed  she needed no reminder to 
out  off her  light  and  go to   sleep.    She  was  proud  of this  and listed the 
fact  that the  instructor did  not have to call the   girls down before 
going to bed as   one  of the  successful   features of the  second  overnight 
stay. 
For breakfast of both the seoond and third stays, Velma was 
well behaved and gracious. She made several references to her behavior 
at dinner the first stay and seemed a little embarassed over remembering 
how she had behaved. Velma did not think the food at breakfast, the 
second stay, was good because it was cold. 
Velma felt she learned how to prepare new food, serve food at 
the table, and how to clear the table.  She suggested studying house 
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serving dinner a different way,   having different  entertainment,  and 
getting  up  later  in the morning.     She thinks that the   classwork since 
the  last  stay will be  helpful  for the next   overnight   stay.     Her mother 
thinics the  overnight   stay furnishes  valuable experience and is   glad 
that Velma is able to  participate   in such an experience. 
During the  second and third stays Velma   showed a genuine 
interest  in all the  activities   carried  on by the  group.     She used her 
time efficiently and was   very cooperative.     Velma did her cleaning well 
without wasting her time by visiting with the  other girls.     She worked 
and then visited.    Velma considered the   dinner  for both the second and 
third  stays   suooessful.    She was   courteous  and  polite.     For the   second 
stay she volunteered to wait  on the table  for the girl who had   sprained 
her ankle.     She   served well,  making only one error.     She   reached over 
one person to  replenish the   tea. 
Both nights Velma   seemed to enjoy taking pictures and   being 
with the  girls.     When  it   came time  for bed she needed no reminder to 
cut off her  light and go to   sleep.     She  was  proud of  this  and   listed the 
fact that the   instructor did not  have  to call the girls down  before 
going to bed as  one  of the   successful   features  of the   second   overnight 
stay. 
For breakfast  of both the   seoond and third stays, Velma was 
well behaved and  gracious.     She made several references to her behavior 
at dinner  the  first  stay and  seemed a  little embarassed  over  remembering 
how she had behaved.     Velma did  not think the  food at   breakfast,   the 
second  stay,  was  good because   it  was cold* 
Velma  felt   she learned how to  prepare new food,   serve   food at 
the table,   and   how to clear  the table.     She  suggested   studying house 
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decorations so the group oould arrange flowers in the house. Again she 
suggested adding a telephone to the cottage and sleeping later in the 
morning. 
Because of the experience in her first and second stays, Velma 
was able to give valuable suggestions to the girls with regard  to the 
planning of the last stay, which was her third.  This was important 
because the group had to do the planning in a short period of time. 
Although Velma was independent, had the ability to help others, 
and had had previous experience with food preparation, she oame to the 
cottage for the first stay with a feeling of insecurity.  Her 
boisterousness and untidiness could have been an expression of this 
feeling of insecurity.  She was irresponsible and lead the entire 
group in this direction. After Velma recognised that the success of 
the stay was dependent upon the individual's contributions, she be- 
came a good group member and leader. 
Arlene Fa rr a 11 
Arlene was a member of the second and fifth groups and she 
also was a dinner guest and replacement for Lucy Snerrill in groups 
three and four.  Friday afternoon during the class period Arlene 
worked in a hurry doing her cleaning.  She left the ends of the 
blankets hanging from under the counterpane, but she was willing to 
change this after the instructor called it to her attention.  She also 
did not clean the floors around the rug or dust the furniture well in 
the living room. 
Arlene arrived at 4i30 and talked with the other girls until 
5«00. When she started dinner she found that she could not use a 
recipe, and she had to be shown step by step how to follow it.  Later 
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Arlene   stopped her  food  preparation and assembled the dishes and the 
salad material for the host.    She thought this would help her friend, 
who was going to be late in arriving.    Arlene then finished her own 
preparation,  not without  a reminder,  however.     The   instructor had to 
keep her moving from one task   to another,  or  she would not have com- 
pleted her food preparation. 
A few minutes before time for the  guests to arrive Arlene dis- 
covered that   she  had forgotten to   invite  one   student teacher guest. 
Neither she nor any of the  other girls were  very disturbed  over this 
thoughtlessness. 
At   dinner Arlene read the   blessing  from a  card   in her  lap.     She 
was nervous  and very talkative  throughout dinner.     Instead  of trying to 
entertain the two  guests  she   seemed  to  be trying to entertain herself. 
Later on her  evaluation sheet Arlene  stated that the  dinner was not 
successful  because the  group "didn't   serve, take  off the dishes,   or eat 
very well.     All the  guests were  not   invited and  the tea was   spilled." 
After dinner Arlene hurried through her part of clearing away 
the  dishes   so she could get  ready for the movie.     While  at the movie  she 
sat with the  group and was  very absorbed   in the  picture.     Upon returning 
to the   cottage  she helped with the   last washer of dishes and then had 
refreshments.    Soon she went  upstairs and  started  preparing for bed.     She 
was very noisy when talking with the  other  girls,  and  left the bathroom 
splashed with water.     She  did not  mind  helping clean the bathroom when 
the  instructor made the  suggestion©    Arlene was also  slow in getting 
into  bed and the  instructor bad to  remind her that  it was time to go to 
sleep. 
The next morning Arlene  prepared the  oatmeal  for breakfast with- 
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out any help*     She was much quieter   in her work: and did not  have to  be 
reminded  of her  various tasks.    She   said the  blessing for breakfast   in- 
stead of reading it,   and  she was very polite  during the  entire meai.     She 
thought the breakfast  was   served well and was   very good tasting. 
Arlene  did her morning cleaning better  than she  had cleaned  be- 
fore the  stay;   however,  there was   still room for   improvement*    Monday 
she had to  be   reminded to  do   her   share   of the   ironing* 
According to Arlene  she learned  something about   food preparation, 
table  service and etiquette,   and the use of the  equipment.     She   felt a 
need for more   study in class  of these   same things.    Arlene would   like to 
have a radio   in each room or at   least  one  in the  cottage and  have a 
telephone  installed.     For the next   stay she wants to remember to   invite 
the  guests and to start dinner soon enough.     She  said that   she would do 
her duties more thoroughly and would like  to have   something new and 
different   for the   evening's entertainment  instead of a movie. 
Arlene  enjoyed the first  overnight stay but  feels that   it would 
have been a   great   deal more  successful   if the   group had  tried to be more 
cooperative*     She also  feels that the  overnight   stay will help  each girl 
in the   future to be a better homemaker*     Her mother thinks   it  is  very 
good practice  and  liked to  have Arlene tell what the  group did  overnight. 
During the  second  stay Arlene   seemed  to   be more  interested in her 
work and was able to work more   independently*     She  did  her cleaning  of 
the afternoon well*     During the  dinner  preparation she  completed all   her 
tasks without   assistance or reminders* 
Arlene  greeted the guests  when they arrived and took their coats. 
She always   remembered to ask to  be  excused when  she   left  the room,   but 
she   left her guests too much alone   before and after dinner.    Arlene 
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directed the   seating at   dinner and was  a  good conversationalist.     She 
was  very well behaved during  the  entire steal and thought the  dinner was 
successful.    After  dinner she   invited the group into the  living roost. 
The   student teacher  soon excused  herself and her coat was gotten by the 
instructor as Arlene was helping with the  dishes. 
This  time,   in preparing for bed, Arlene was considerate  of 
others and more reserved with her talking.     She had brought her  flash 
bulb  kodalc and after  getting   ready  for bed   she took  several  pictures  of 
the  group.     She enjoyed  taking the  pictures and was   prompt in getting 
to  bed  on tine. 
The next morning Arlene prepared the   scrambled eggs  for break- 
fast.     They were well cooked  but became   cold before being served and 
she considered the   breakfast   unsuccessful because the   eggs were   cold. 
However,   she thought the hot   chocolate  was  exceptionally good.     She did 
her morning cleaning well and was   ready to   leave with the   group. 
At this overnight  stay Arlene  learned how to fry  potatoes a 
different method from the one   her mother uses and  how to use  family style 
table  service.     She   offered no suggestion  for  oiasswork or things to  do 
to the cottagej however,   she   suggested having a party at the  house  in- 
stead of   going out   for the entertainment. 
As a  replacement  for   Luoy Sherrill   in stays  three and four, 
Arlene  did  little more  than  carry  out the   plans which  Lucy had helped 
make   for those two   stays. 
Arlene came to the  cottage with morm  interest in having a good 
time than in her  contribution to the occasion.     She  was willing to workj 
however,   at times   she was careless, talkative,  and needed help and 
frequent   reminders about her  work.     She  came to the  first stay without 
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interest in the work that was to be done and was more interested in having 
a good time.  Throughout the second stay she followed the change in 
attitude of the other girls and tried to concentrate on her responsibi- 
lities as well as in getting pleasure out of being with the girls* 
Jean Ruble 
Jean was  a member of the   second  and  fifth  groups.     When  she was 
malting out the market order  for the  supplies,   she showed a  lack of 
experience  in purchasing  food.     The instructor   had to   give the needed 
amount  for each item of  food.     Jean  did  get the  supplies to the cottage 
by the time  they were needed.     Jean was  not cono«rned with doing her 
cleaning  for the   overnight   stay well.     She was too  interested  in talking 
to the  other   girls  and   seeing what they were doing.     She arrived at the 
time   set  in the plans,   but  she  still wanted to   visit with the girls.     When 
she went  into the kitchen to   start dinner   she was at   a  complete  loss and 
had no idea  of how she was to do any of her tasks.     The instructor read 
the   recipes   step by step and  helped  her  prepare the  food and  find ail 
her needed   supplies and  equipment.     Jean was  cooperative and willing, 
but   she   lacked initiative. 
During dinner  she was boisterous and  rude to the  guests.    When 
she   removed the plates   she   seemed nervous and was  very awkward and care- 
less.     However,   she   did  serve the   dessert   correctly and  soon beoame a 
little more  pleasant. 
She   sat with the   group at the movie and was  very well  behaved 
and  seemed to  enjoy the movie.     Upon returning to the cottage   she re- 
sumed  her  giggling and  loud talking.    After bathing  she   left the bath- 
room very untidy,   but when the  instructor  suggested that   she   help clean 
the   room she  did   it willingly.     Jean was  not   ready to  stop her visiting 
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with the girls when it came tine for bed, and she had to be reminded 
several times before getting into bed. 
The following morning during the preparation of breakfast Jean 
worked without being shown how to do everything.  She was more respon- 
sible and concerned with what she was doing than she had been the night 
before.  Throughout breakfast she was polite and pleasant, and on the 
conference report Jean stated that she thought the breakfast was more 
successful than the dinner.  She did her morning cleaning with a fair 
degree of success and without too much visiting with the other girls. 
When it came time to leave she said she had enjoyed the overnight stay 
and was sorry she had not worked better to make it a success. 
Jean felt the movie was one of the most successful features.  She 
also enjoyed the refreshments} however, the dinner and getting to bed were 
unsuccessful because everyone was too noisy. According to Jean, she 
learned something about food preparation, table service and etiquette, 
and the use of the equipment.  She felt she learned more at dinner than 
at breakfast and she wants more study of these same things in class. 
Jean feels that the only things the cottage needs are a telephone, and 
a clock.  For the next overnight stay she suggests that the group make 
better plans, be more cooperative, and try to control themselves and not 
get the giggles. 
In the conference, Jean stated that the overnight stay is a 
good experience because it teaches such things as cleaning, cooking, 
serving, and table manners.  Her mother also feels that the overnight 
stay is helpful to the girls.  Jean stated that she did enjoy the stay 
even though it was not entirely successful.  She thinks that the class- 
work on table etiquette, housecleaning, and cooking since the last stay 
will be helpful for the next one.  Jean suggests getting up later, having 
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breakfast   later,   and having new entertainment  for the next  overnight   stay. 
For the   second Btay Jean was able  to  use her time more  efficiently. 
She worked harder at doing things  for herself and did not entirely rely 
on others.    When  Jean was planning the table  decorations and drawing a 
cover to   use as  a   guide   for   setting the table,   she asked what   silver 
should be  used  and wanted  some  suggestions  for the table  decoration.     She 
did her cleaning well without a constant  reminder. 
All during the preparation of dinner,   Jean tried to work in- 
dependently.     She  followed her time  schedule and  recipes for her varioua 
food  preparation tasks.     Only occasionally did she  find that  she  needed 
help from the   instructor or one of the  other girls.     She was  very proud 
when she finished her task and asked the instructor to  see her products. 
Jean's  food  preparation was well  done. 
At the   beginning of dinner Jean   seemed a  little nervous.    After 
asking the  blessing and  serving the  plates this  nervousness vanished. 
She  seemed quite at ease and helped keep the conversation moving along 
desirable channels.     She felt that  the   dinner was   successful. 
Soon after  returning  from the movie, which she  enjoyed very 
much,   Jean  started dressing for   bed.     She did not monopolize the bath- 
room,   and   she   left it tidy for the next   girl.    After having a   coke and 
taking pictures,  Je*n *»» ready to get  into bed and  listen to the  radio. 
She  stated that  she enjoyed the  picture taking with the girls very much. 
The  following morning Jean was   slow getting ready to help with 
breakfast! however,  she got her part  of the preparation done on time. 
She felt that the breakfast was not  good because the   food was cold. 
After breakfast  she did her  morning  cleaning well and was  ready to 
leave with the  other girls.     Monday she  forgot to  iron the   sheets,  but 
she   did  this Tuesday without  being reminded. 
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Prom the   second overnight   stay Jean  learned how to prepare tossed 
salad and French fried potatoes,  serve food at the table,  and iron table 
mats and napkins.    She wants to have more  practice of food preparation in 
class.     She made  no   suggestion for changes  in the cottage but  suggested 
staying at  home   for the entertainment  if there were another stay. 
Jean was a  friendly person and  liked to be with the  girls in 
her group;  however,   she was   easily swayed by them.     Throughout the 
first   stay she had  no feeling of responsibility and had to be  encouraged 
and reminded of all  her tasks.     She was at a complete   loss when   left to 
solve  problems for herself.    She tried to cover up her uneasiness by 
talking.     For the   second  stay she   seemed to  overcome this  uneasiness 
and wa6 able to assume   responsibilities  and contribute more to the   group. 
Amanda Moore 
Amanda was   a member of the   second  group.     She   stayed only 
once because  she  married soon after her first   stay.     She worked 
efficiently in planning and making out  her  own time  schedule.     She was 
unable to arrive  until 5|15  Friday afternoon  because  she worked down 
town.     Immediately after arrival she   started her part  of the  preparation 
for  dinner.     One  of the  other  girls had assembled the  needed dishes  for 
setting the table  and had   started on the   salad.    Amanda was very grate- 
ful  for this help.     She worked hard and  got  everything  done except the 
tea.     She   strained it   into a  glass   pitcher,  which broke,   spilling the 
tea.     There was  no  time to  prepare more tea so she   served water  in its 
place.    Amanda  concluded she   should have made the  tea that afternoon 
during class  in order not to work in such  a hurry. 
Amanda managed to greet the   guests when they arrived;  however, 
she   had to excuse  herself to finish putting the   salads   on the table. 
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When Amanda  invited the   guests   into  the   dining room,   she did not  direct 
the   seating, but   left  that   for the  instructor.     She was neither a 
gracious  nor a   charming hostess.     She talked and   laughed loudly and in- 
cluded only two  or three  of the  girls   in her conversation and  did not 
offer the   guests bread after   it was   passed the   first time.     Amanda 
stated on   her evaluation of the   overnight   stay that  the dinner was not 
successful  because   of the   girls' behavior and discourteous treatment   of 
the  guests.     She  suggested that the   group  behave  themselves and act more 
"as  host   and hostess"   should at the   next  overnipht   stay. 
After  dinner  she   invited the   guests  into the  living room and 
soon excused herself to  help with the dishes.     When she   saw that  they 
would not   be able  to  finish the  dishes and   get to the movie  on time,   she 
asked the   instructor if  part of the   dishes might  be   left until the  girls 
returned* 
While at the movie,  Amanda was a  good   listener and was  very 
considerate of others.     When she   returned to the  cottage  she began 
laughing  and talking boisterously,   and   she   fill  into  line again with 
the   other girls as   she  had done at   dinner.     When she  bathed  for bed,   she 
did not   clean the tub and had to be asked to do this.     She   seemed to 
enjoy visiting and talking and had to be  reminded   several times before 
going to   bed.     She was not annoyed at the  reminder,   she just  had too 
much to talk about   before  going to bed. 
The following morning Amanda was calmer with  her working and 
talking than she had been the night before, and   she was very courteous 
during breakfast.     She   felt that the   serving of breakfast was  success- 
ful because they had sufficient time. 
She  did her morning  cleaning well  and was  ready to   leave by 
9t30.     Upon leaving she  stated that   she had  enjoyed the overnight  stay 
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■tay but wishes she could have come earlier so as to have had more time 
for doing things. 
Monday and Tuesday she ironed the sheets and pillow cases.  She 
did not hurry and did an excellent job. 
Amanda stated on her evaluation sheet that she learned more 
about table setting, table etiquette, food preparation, use of equip- 
ment, and the importance of a well planned program.  She suggested 
studying food preparation and serring as class activities. According 
to Amanda the cottage needs a radio, clock and a telephone.  She would 
like to have more time to do things and to serve dinner in an entirely 
different way for the next overnight stayi 
Amanda was full of life.  She tried to do her own tasks well 
and would have been a capable worker had she not been easily swayed by 
the other girls in the group.  She made suggestions for a second ex- 
perience, but was unable to return because of leaving school after her 
marriage. 
Minnie Reed 
Minnie was a member  of the third and  sixth  groups.     Minnie 
baked an apple  pie during the  class period Friday.     This was her   first 
experience with making a  pie.     The crust was tenderj   however,   she   rolled 
it too  thin for a fruit   pie,   and  the  filling came   through causing the 
crust to stick to   the pan.    After getting the  pie ready to bake   she  did 
the   cleaning, which  she finished in time  for her next class. 
Minnie arrived at 5|00 o'clock and  immediately started her  part 
of the  food   preparation  for  dinner.     She worked quietly and  completed all 
her tasks.     She also helped keep the  kitchen tidy.     On her evaluation 
sheet,   Minnie  stated that   she enjoyed the food preparation very much. 
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Minnie   greeted the   guests  cordially when they arrived and enter- 
tained  graciously until dinner.     She   invited the   group  into the dining 
room and  directed the   seating and asked the blessing instead  of the 
host,   since the host had requested that   she do this  for   her.     Minnie was 
a little nervous at dinner and was   hesitant about   offering the  breud, 
but   she did heip lead the  conversation,  most  of which centered around 
school activities and friends of the group.     She was  slow about having 
the  dishes removed and  did not have  the  glasses  filled with water   until 
the   dessert was   served.     The   host  had  forgotten to  fill  them before 
dinner,     Minnie stated that  she  enjoyed the   dinner and  thought that   it 
was  successful  because  it was prepared on time   and everyone   seemed at 
ease during the meal.     She  also enjoyed going to the movie with the 
group after dinner. 
In preparing for bed Minnie was  very  considerate  of the  other 
girls  and bathed and dressed quickly.    After this  she had a  coke and 
visited with the girls.     She was   in  oed at  the  time  set  in the  plansj 
however,   she and her roommate talked for some time before  going to   sleep. 
The  instructor had to ask them to   stop talking  because   it was   getting 
late.     Later Minnie told the   instructor what the discussion had been 
about.     Jinx,   her roommate,   felt that   she was not  liked by the girls   in 
the   class  and Minnie stated that  she  wanted to help her  develop a 
feeling of being one of the   group. 
The  following morning Minnie  did all  her food  preparation well. 
She was more at ease and a little more talkative at  breakfast.    Again 
she asked the  blessing for the host.     She did   not make   any mistakes 
during  the meal.    After breakfast,   she  did all  her morning cleaning 
well  and was  ready to  leave with the  other  girls. 
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Minnie stated that ah« learned how to divide tasks between 
different people, how to plan work, how to buy food, how to make beds, 
how to 8et the table, and how to prepare apple pie and biscuits.  She 
suggested having more praotioe of food preparation in class to help the 
next stay.  Minnie felt that drapes would make the bedrooms more attrac- 
tive.  For the next stay she would like to have a better planned time- 
sohedule, to have dinner earlier, to use different table service, and to 
have all the girls arrive at the same time. She enjoyed being with the 
girls, and her mother was surprised at the girls being able to stay over- 
night; but she thinks it is a very good experience. 
During the seoond stay, Minnie was still quiet, but she seemed 
to be better able to express herself.  Throughout the dinner preparation 
she completed all her tasks and gave helpful suggestions to the other 
girls. Again she was hostess at dinner. This time she did not seem 
to be nervous.  She directed the dinner with skill and seemed to enjoy 
it. Minnie stated on her evaluation sheet that she thought the dinner 
was successful. 
She and Vera went to the play with their dates.  They sat with 
the group and returned to the cottage with the group.  Minnie stated 
that she had enjoyed the play. After the guests left she prepared for 
bed.  Then she took pictures with the group and listened to the radio. 
She thought it was "nice" to listen to the radio just before going to 
sleep.  The following morning, Minnie called the girls.  She did all her 
activities of the morning well and was ready to leave by 10jO0o 
Again Minnie did not list any feature of the overnight stay as 
being unsuccessful.  She learned how to prepare lemon mousse,  spaghetti 
sauce, French toast, and how to cook prunes.  Minnie made no suggestions 
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for olass work but suggested adding a telephone to the cottage to make it 
more enjoyable and more like home. Also she suggested staying at the 
oottage for the entertainment if there were another overnight stay. 
Minnie was very quiet and cooperative throughout both stays. 
She seemed to have passed throup-h the talkative stage that the other 
girls were going through.  Throughout the second stay she did express 
herself more and seemed to enjoy the experience.  It is fortunate that 
she was interested in helping her roommate develop a sense of belonging 
with the girls in the class* 
Jinx Baxter 
Jinx was a member of the third and sixth groups.  During the 
planning for the first overnight stay, Jinx was very quiet.  She did not 
disagree with any of the plans nor did she make any suggestions, she just 
followed what the other girls said. 
Jinx arrived at 61OO o'clock on Friday afternoon, and immediately 
started setting the table.  This took her a long time, and she had to 
have the instructor show her where everything went. When she started 
assembling the salad she was very slow and uncertain. Finally ,, one of 
the other girls helped her finish. Jinx forgot to place the oleo on the 
table and she put the glasses on the table without filling them with 
water* 
Just before dinner Jinx seemed very worried.  She talked to the 
hostess and requested her to ask the blessing because she did not want to 
ask it.  Of course the hostess did this for Jinx. All during the meal 
she, as host, was quiet and ill at ease.  Several attempts were made to 
include her in the conversation but with no success* 
Jinx seemed to enjoy the movie very much* Upon returning to the 
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cottage   she  dressed for bed and  visited with  the girls.     She   seemed  to be 
at  ease and to be enjoying herselfo     When it   came tisie   for bed   she con- 
tinued talking to her roommate.     Finally the   instructor went  into her 
room and   found her  sitting on the floor beside her roommate's  bed.     The 
instructor asked  Jinx to  stop and go to   bed   oecause it was   late,   and she 
did this willingly.     The next  day Jinx's   roommate talked to the  instructor 
about  Jinx and  the  bedtime conversation.     It   seemed that  Jinx was  unhappy 
and did not   feel as  if she were one   of the  group.     Her roommate   had tried 
to make   suggestions to help Jinx.     During the  conference,   which  the   in- 
structor had with Jinx,   she  stated that   she   liked her   roommate   very 
much and  she also  said that  she  felt as though  she would   get along better 
with the other girls. 
The morning of the first  stay Jinx was  still  quiet,  but   she 
seemed  to   be a little more at ease.     She was   slow with her  food  pre- 
paration and did not   get  the  coffee made.    Again Jinx wanted the  hostess 
to ask the blessing.     Perhaps   she   felt   insecure  because  it was  not a 
custom  in her  family.     During breakfast although  she talked more than 
she had at   dinner,   she  was  still too quiet. 
Jinx did her morning cleaning well and was ready to leave with 
the  other girls.     She   said she had enjoyed the   stay and wanted  to come 
again.     Jinx considered   getting the meals  prepared,   going to the  show and 
being with the  "kids"  as  the most  successful   features   of the  stay.     She 
listed no  unsuccessful  features.     From this   stay Jinx  learned how to 
cook spaghetti and care   for a home.     She wanted to practice  food pre- 
paration and  study table decorations and table  setting in class before 
the next   stay.     She felt the  cottage was perfect and "would just  leave 
it  alone."     Jinx   suggested planning more carefully for the next   stay 
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and having the group arrive together.    She said  she would try to be more 
at  ease while with the  girls.     Jinx  liked  the   overnight   stay because   it 
was   something different and  pleasant and  she thought that   it was  success- 
ful because all the girls took part.    Her mother  feels that it is a 
good experience for the girls. 
For the   second   stay Jinx was able to work without   relying on 
someone  else.    When assigning the  food preparation,   she asked  if any 
of  the girls had a choice as to what they wanted to do.     Everyone   said 
they had no   preferences   so she assigned the   food  preparation as  she 
thought best* 
Jinx  did her  oleaning well without being  helped  in class Friday 
afternoon.     She  returned at  5j00  for the overnight  stay and did all her 
food  preparation well  and had it  ready on time.     Throughout  dinner Jinx 
seemed to be at ease.     She talked with the  girls  and  appeared to be 
looking  forward to  the   play in the  school auditorium which the   group was 
going to attend.     Jinx  stated  later that   she  did enjoy the   play. 
Upon returning to the  cottage.   Jinx  bathed and dressed  for bed. 
She  then had a  coke and took pictures with the   group.     Then everyone 
get   into bed and  listened to the  radio for the   song one  of the girls had 
requested to  be  played. 
The   following morning.   Jinx did ail her breakfast   preparation 
well and had everything ready on time.    At breakfast she   laughed and 
talked with the   girls,   giving the  impression that   she was not   in a 
hurry to  get the morning activities  done to  go home.    After breakfast 
Jinx helped with the   dishes  and  did  her cleaning well without asking 
for assistance   from anyone.     Monday she  ironed  her  share   of the  sheets. 
Jinx thought everything was   successful.     She  learned how to 
"really set the table,"   prepare  lemon mousse,   prepare  Italian spaghetti, 
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French toast,   and how to  iron table mats.     However,   ahe want.6 iiore 
practioe with   food  preparation and wants  to   learn more about  enter- 
taining.     She thinks   the cottage is  "grand the way it   is,   but   it  does 
need a telephone."     If there   is another overnight   stay,   Jinx suggests 
serving dinner   in a  different manner and having  a  party at the house 
for the  entertainment. 
Jinx was very timid and  uneasy throughout the  first   stayj   how- 
ever,   she  was a  sincere  worker,   but   showed evidence  of not   having had 
the  experience  of working by herself.    Apparently she   had always   de- 
pended  on others  for  guidance.     She felt   free to  discuss  her personal 
problems with her roommate and was  grateful for the suggestions her 
roommate   gave to help her overcome   the   feeling of being an  outsider. 
Throughout the   second  stay she   seemed to be  able to  solve  problems   for 
herself.     She was also more at   ease and  seemed to   feel free  to express 
herself when talking with the   girls. 
Vera   Young 
Vera was a member of the third and  sixth  groups.     She did  all her 
scheduled cleaning during the   class period Friday,   but   she  seemed tired 
when she   finished.     Friday afternoon she   started her food preparation as 
soon as   she arrived at  the cottage  so that   she would not have to work in 
a hurry.     She  got everything  ready by the  time the  other  girls  had 
finished.     Vera was   quiet throughout  dinner;   however,   she  did contribute 
to the  conversation at  times.     She waited on the table   and  removed the 
dishes  and   served the  dessert   correctly. 
She  stated  on the  evaluation sheet that   she thought that   dinner 
was  successful;  the  food was   good;   and  everyone worked together better 
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than she  had thought they would.    After dinner Vera helped with the dishee. 
When they were washed and  put away,   she tidied herself  for the movie. 
Vera  stated on her evaluation sheet that   she enjoyed  seeing the movie. 
Upon returning to the cottage Vera took her turn dressing for bed.    She 
was  quiet and vary considerate of the other  girls and had fun talking 
with them,    at bedtime,   she was  still talking,   but   she did not  have  to 
be  reminded to go to bed. 
The   following morning Vera worked quietly through the   preparation, 
serving,  and  clearing away of breakfast.     She  did her morning cleaning 
well and was  ready to  leave  with the  other girls. 
Vera  thought  the first overnight   stay was   successful   because all 
the  girls worked together and she  liked being with  the   girls.     She also 
thought that  it was  fun preparing the   food and entertaining the   guests 
at dinner.     Her mother  thinks the  overnight   stay is a   good experience. 
Vera  stated that   she  learned how to prepare  oatmeal with  raisins,  how to 
make  Italian  spaghetti,  and how to make   congealed  salad with   lime jello 
and fruit cocktail.     She  suggested   studying food  preparation in  class 
to make  the next overnight   stay run more   smoothly.     For the next   stay 
Vera  suggested planning more carefully,   having the   group arrive at  the 
same time   if possible, and having a  party at  the  house   for the evening 
entertainment. 
Throughout the  second stay, Vera was a   little more talkative 
than she  had been  before.     She completed all her   cleaning and  food pre- 
paration without   help  from anyone.     During dinner,  which  she thought  was 
successful,  Vera  seemed to  be looking  forward to  going to the   school 
play.     She talked about the  various   characters and  what   kind  of costumes 
they were   going to wear.    After clearing the  table  and helping wash the 
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dishes,  Vera tidied  herself for the  play.     She and Minnie went to the 
play with their dates;   however,   they sat  with the group. 
After returning to the cottage,  Vera took pictures and  visited 
with the  girls  until bedtime.     She  seemed relaxed and very muoh at ease. 
The  following morning Vera did all her tasks well and was   ready to  leave 
with the  other  girls. 
On her evaluation sheet, Vera  stated that  she thought the 
dinner,  attending the   school  play,   and taking pictures were the most 
successful  features  of the overnight   stay.     She  felt that   there was 
nothing unsuccessful throughout the entire  stay.    According to Vera,   she 
learned how to  cook prunes  and   Italian  spaghetti;   how to make   lemon mousse; 
how to  set a  table;   and how to   iron table mats.     She felt  the need   for 
more   study  in class   of  food preparation,   care  of  furniture,   and house 
decorations.     She also thought the cottage needed a telephone and a 
waffle   iron.     If there were to be a third  stay,   Vera  suggested using 
different   tabl«  service  and having different entertainment. 
Vera was a very quiet  person throughout the   first  stay.    During 
the  second,   she was  a   little more talkative.     She was   Interested  in the 
experience   but was not   very energetic     She did most of her work well, 
but she   could not work under  pressure. 
Lucy Sherrill 
Lucy was a member of the   third and fourth  groups;   however,   she 
did not  stay overnight either time   since   she was   unable to  change beds 
because of a back disorder.     Instead  she   planned and  stayed through the 
evening's  entertainment.     Then   she was   replaced by another girl,   a 
dinner  guest. 
During the  dinner  preparation of the   first   stay Lucy did her work 
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without  asking questions.     She was a  little  slow,   but this was because 
she did not  know where to find all the needed equipment.    All  of her pro- 
ducts were well   prepared.     When  she   finished her tasks   she  mixed the 
chocolate and  put it   into the refrigerator so that   it would  be   ready 
for the   girls to heat and   serve when they  returned after the movie. 
During dinner   Lucy was  very quietj   yet   she   did not   appear nervous. 
She did  not   seem to have   participated in the activities  the   girls were 
discussing,   but   she  did contribute to the   conversation  from tim« to 
time.    According to Lucy, the  dinner was   good  and everyone   seemed to 
enjoy it;   however,  all  the   girls  seemed  a   little   self-conscious and not 
at ease  during the meal.     Lucy wants more   practice with conversation 
before and  during dinner.     She  felt that  the  girls   did well   in removing 
the dishes  after the   meal without   disturbing the   guests who were talking 
in the   living room. 
When the   instructor took her home,   Lucy expressed  her  pleasure 
at being able to participate in the   overnight   stay and  wished she could 
remain   until morning. 
On  her  evaluation sheet Lucy stated that   she thought  the over- 
night  stay was a  good  experience.     She   learned  how to make   congealed 
salad,   and   biscuits,   how to  set the  table,  and how to make a bed correotly, 
and she  feit that another time would  provide still  further   learning and 
new experiences.     Lucy feels  that the  cottage  needs nothing more to make 
the  stay pleasant,  and  considers the home economics  class  very fortunate 
in  "having   such a nice   place in which to   practice home   life."    She   feels 
that much more can be  learned from experience than from information 
gained from books and magazines.     "With all the   equipment the   girls can 
learn how to cook,   clean,  wash,   iron,   and many other things  that will 
be  of much  value   in future homemaking."     The  only things that  should be 
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done   differently  for the next   overnight   »tay is to  plan a  little more 
carefully. 
During the  conference,   Lucy said  the  felt that the overnight 
stay was   successful and that   she   had  enjoyed the  food preparation.     She 
felt that  it  is a  lot of fun for the girls to  learn how to cook by them- 
selves.     The   overnight stay has  helped  her with her hone  activities and 
she  likes to tell  her mother  new things which  she has  learned that   her 
mother does  not know.     Her mother feels that the  overnight   stay is a 
good  experience to have   in  learning how to prepare  food and care   for a 
home .     The next time Lucy wants  all the   girls to arrive at the  same 
time.     She is going to try to be more  at   ease  with the  teachers at 
dinner.    Also,   since  she  is interested in cooking,   she wants to prepare 
different foods. 
For the   second  stay Lucy bought the supplies at the A.  and  P. 
store  near her home,  and her mother brought them over Friday morning. 
She did this  so that Lucy would not n ave to buy her supplies at a 
store near the cottage where the prices are higher and there  is a 
smaller   selection. 
When Lucy had finished the cleaning Friday during the class 
period,   she  asked  if she might wash the windows  in the   living  room.    She 
washed  them on the  inside  but   decided  it was  too  cold to wash the  out- 
side. 
Lucy arrived  first   Friday afternoon.     She  decided to put the 
potatoes  on to  boil  for one  of the  other girls  so they would be  ready 
to   scallop when  she came.     She also got  out the   supplies  for the   salmon 
loaf.     She   volunteered to  do these tasks because  she   felt it would help 
the  other girl, since they could not   arrive until  5,00.    After this. 
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Lucy started her own tasks,   first  preparing the  string beans.    When  one 
of the girls asked Lucy if she  knew how much  salt and  seasoning to use, 
she  said,   "Of course,   I have cooked beans  at  home  for Mother and they 
were   real  good."     Lucy needed no assistance with any of her  food pre- 
paration and  she worked quietly and efficiently with all her tasks. 
At dinner Lucy was  reserred but at   ease.     She  contributed to 
the   conrersationi  however,   she   did not try to monopolise   it at any time. 
She  said the  dinner was very successful because everyone was  comfortable. 
Again, when the   instructor took Lucy home,   she  said  she  had  en- 
joyed being with the   girls and wished  she could   remain overnight.    After 
she had  left the   group the girls   said,   "Lucy certainly is  a sweet girl." 
Lucy stated that  she had  learned how to nerve   food at the table, 
make thousand island dressing,  and escalloped  potatoes.     She felt the 
cottage w»s   fine as   it  is and the   only thing needed  is to   keep it as 
clean as  it has been.     Lucy thought the  entertainment was  quite   enjoy- 
able this  stay,   but   suggested changing and having a party at the  house 
if we had another   stay. 
Lucy was a very willing and able worker  in spite   of her  "bad 
back" and was able to call  upon home experiences  in her  food preparation. 
She was quiet and reserved at   all times and  could work independently 
and give help to the  group.    She showed initiative and the ability to 
see things that  needed to be  done  other than her own   responsibilitieso 
The girls had a deep respect   for her and she   seemed to enjoy being with 
the girls.    Lucy recognired that  she was nervous around her teachers 
and tried to overcome this nervousness.     Throughout the   second  stay  she 
was more  at ease with the  group and with the teachers. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PUPILS*   EVALUATE THE LIVING EXPERIENCE 
The   pupils  were   aslred to  evaluate the  overnight   stay on three 
occasionsi     the   evaluation of the first  stay,   the  conference   in  pre- 
paration   for the   second   stay,   and the   evaluation of the  second   stay. 
These records of one pupil are  included in the first case study 
(ppt  37-43).     The  comments1   of all the   pupils were then organised 
under the   four major objectives  set up  for the   overnight   stay.     The 
comments were   summarised according to  the   number of comments   under the 
four objectives! 
To   gain   satisfaction   from  participating in a democratic 
experience  in which the  pupils and teacher plan, work, 
rest and play together. 
To  learn some  of the   elements  of homemaking. 
To  become   interested  in new phases   of homemaking. 
To   recognise  the  importance  in homemaking of knowledge, 
manipulative   skills,   attitude,   and  the ability to think. 
Under the   objective  "to gain  satisfaction from participating 
in a democratic  experience  in which the  pupils  and teacher plan,  work, 
rest, and  play together," thirty-two   comments were  made about  the whole 
living experience   rather than about  any particular  phase of  it   (Table  I). 
These included the fun  of living with the girls, the parent's approval of 
the experience,   the   feeling  of satisfaction about the whole  stay,   and the 
1.   Pupils'  Comments   Indicating Extent to Which Objectives Were 
Reached,   By the  Three   Groups   in their Two Stays. Appendix D,   pp. 122- 
138. 
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TABLE I 
THE EXTENT TO WHICH   OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED 
Objectives Nunbar of oonaients  
Favorable Unfavorable 
To  gain  satisfaction   from 
participating in a  demo- 
cratic  experience in 
which the   pupils  and 
teacner  plan,   work,   rest 
and play together. 
'. ng experience 
Li ving wit., girls 
Parents approval 
The w* ole stay 
Natural situation 
6 
10 
10 
2 
88 
Planning 5 
Working 12 
Resting 3 
Pxaying 43 
0 
1 
3 
0 
7 
0 
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naturalness  of  the  situation.     Of the thirty-two  comments twenty-eight 
were favorable  and   four slightly unfavorable.     For  instance three   of the 
girls  thought that  the     stay was not  entirely satisfactory and that  it 
could be   improved another timej   one parent   expressed   lack of  under- 
standing of the project. 
The planning phase of the  overnight  stay was  commented on by 
twelve  of the girlsj   about  one  half of  the  comments were   favorable and 
one half recognized the possibility of improvement.     Four  thought the 
planning was oomplote or   satisfactory,   and one   appreciated the   fact 
that   dinner was  a success because of the   planning.     Five  recognised 
the need   for better  planning,   one realised they   should have   planned a 
way to keep breakfast warm,   and one  felt  the   need   for more   careful dis- 
tribution  of tasks. 
The working phase  of the  overnight   stay was  commented upon 
favorably by twelve   of the   girls.     Five   felt  the   girls worked together 
well throughout the  stays  seven thought  it was fun preparing the meals. 
The resting phase  of  the overnight   stay was   commented on by 
ten girlsj  seven were unfavorable oomments and three were favorable.    One 
girl  felt the   group talked too much after going to bed,  two thought the 
group was  slow getting into bed,  one wanted to get  to bed  earlier another 
tim«,  two   suggested  sleeping  later, and   one wanted to  have   breakfast 
later.     Two girls  commented  on getting everything done   in time  for  bedj 
one   girl  in Group B  commented  on the   group's  being quiet before bedtime 
during the second   stay and  said,   "The   instructor did not  have to   call  us 
down to get quiet."     Getting to bed   late   is  a  difficulty one might  ex- 
pect   of a group of  girls  living together and assuming certain responsi- 
bilities   for the first time.     The  group that  had been slowest  getting to 
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bod the   first stay realized the need   for more   rest and were   in bed 
earlier  during the   second  stay. 
The  playing phase   of the overnight  stay had   forty-six comments. 
Only three  of these were unfavorable.    All  the  girls but  one mentioned 
the movie,   seven mentioned  the  picture taking,   and five   girls  enjoyed 
the   refreshments.     In regard to meals,   one   girl enjoyed   talking to the 
company;   one   felt  the   dinner was  the most   important   part  of the  stay; 
and three  girls  enjoyed breakfast.     Three  girls   liked  the  short-sheeting 
prank;   even the one  who was  short  sheeted  said in writing her evaluation 
that  she  enjoyed   it,   although later   she  contradicted this   statement,   by 
saying  that   she did not enjoy the teasing the  night of the   overnight 
stay and that it   spoiled the  rest  of the   stay  for her.     Two girls   in the 
Group B  thought the   group was too noisy at dinner. 
Under the   objectives  "to learn some of the  elements  of home- 
making'*  and  "to become  interested in new phases   of homemaking,"  there 
were fifty-one comments about resources,   and  131 about  household 
task*   (Table  II)•     Of the comments about   resources,  ten  were  made  about 
things  the girls  had   learned and forty-one were made about the   interest 
aroused  in new phases  of homemaking.     Eight girls   felt  the  cottage was 
perfect  and one  of these  girls added that   she  felt the   class   is very 
fortunate   in having  such a  place  in which  to  practice home   living.     The 
new kinds  of equipment which the  girls learned to  use were an electric 
dish washer and an automatic washing machine.     One mother questioned the 
value  of all the  equipment;   she  felt  the cottage should  be more   like an 
ordinary home.     The   following additions to the   furnishings and equipment 
of the   cottage were   suggested;     a telephone by six girls,   a clock by 
three girls,   curtains  in the bedrooms by two,   a radio by one,  extra 
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TABLE  II 
EXTENT  TO WHICH THE  OBJECTIVES WERE REACtiED-Continued 
Objectives 
07fT earning 
Number of comments 
On   interest 
To learn  some   of the 
elements  of home- 
sa Icing 
and 
To become   interested 
in new phases  of 
homema Icing 
Resources 
Cottage 0 
Furnishings and 
equipment 7 
Time 2 
Personnel 1 
Household activities 
Food work 
Food  preparation 35 
Table  setting 7 
Table  service 5 
Table etiquette 5 
Duties  of host 
and hostess 3 
Table clearing 4 
Invitations 3 
Meal  planning 3 
Others 
Entertainment 0 
Housekeeping 5 
Planning 2 
Ironing 2 
Buying 1 
10 
75 
17 
16 
0 
IS 
8 
8 
5 
4 
0 
0 
0 
13 
4 
1 
0 
0 
41 
56 
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blankets by one,  a waffle  iron by one,  and   favorite  recipes by one. 
Time as  a  resouroe received  eighteen oonunents.     One  girl   learned  how to 
organize things to do at  oertain times,  and one   felt that  since the 
overnight  stay offers more time   in which to work one can  remember more 
readily what   is   learned.     Interest  in time was   expressed  by twelve  girls 
who  felt  they needed better timing of arrival and  departure,  meals,   en- 
tertainment,   and    of   invitations;  by two girls  who thought breakfast 
was   successful  because  they had time to  prepare  itj  and   by two who   felt 
the need of better planning of time   in  general.     Personnel was mentioned 
by only one  girl who   felt that more work can be accomplished   if you do 
not have too many people trying to help with one thing. 
Of the  comments about  household  activities   seventy-five were 
about   learning and  fifty-six  stated a  desire   for more   learning.     Food 
work mentioned inoluded food  preparation,  table  setting,   table  service, 
table  etiquette,  table   clearing,   duties of the  host and hostess,   ex- 
tending  invitations,   and meal  planning.     Of these comments,   sixty-five 
had to  do with  learning and thirty-eight  expressed interest   in learning 
more.     Th«  greatest   learning and the   greatest   desire to   learn were   in 
the area  of food work,   especially food  preparation. 
Other  household activities mentioned  included  entertainment, 
housekeeping,   planning,   ironing,   and buying.     Of these  comments,   ten 
had to do with  learning and  eighteen expressed a desire  to   learn.     Al- 
though the three  groups  had  gone  out for the   evening entertainment  during 
both  stays, thirteen girls expressed an interest in planning to have the 
evening's entertainment at the cottage   for a third stay.     Possibly by 
the end of the   first  stay,  they felt at  home  enough to want  to   share it 
with their  friends. 
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Under the  objective  "to  recognise the  importance   in homemaking 
of  Imowledge, manipulative   skills, attitude,  and  ability to think" 
forty-one  comments were  favorable and  twenty-three were  unfavorable. 
(Table   III).     Knowledge was mentioned   in eighteen comments,   thirteen 
were about things  they were   glad to have   learned and  five about things 
they thought  they should   learn.    Two  girls  commented that they were able 
to carry over learning     from the overnight  stay to their home activities: 
one of them stated that  she   liked to tell her mother things   she   learned; 
and the  other   stated that  she was getting more enjoyment  out  of doing 
these  things at   home.     Two girls felt that the   things   learned   in class 
since the   first overnight  stay would  be helpful  for the  next   onei  two 
stated that   the  grouD should  learn how to  do  the things that   need to be 
done  in the cottage  so that   it will not   take  so  long.     Two girls 
learned things which would help them to be   good homemakers   in the 
future;   and two girls recognised the need for a wide  variety of  subject 
matter  for homemaking.     Eight   girls made   comments about having or 
lacking   security gained through knowing what to  do.     Of these,   five 
girls   stated that  the   group   seemed to  be  at ease during  dinner;   in 
addition one   stated that   she  thoroughly enjoyed  the  dinner;   and  one 
felt that the morning was more   satisfactory than the evening because the 
group was more  certain of themselves.     Two  girls thought the  dinner was 
not  successful  because the   girls did not  know what  to do or how the meal 
would turn out while one  felt  that the  group did  not  eat  very well. 
Manipulative  skills were mentioned  in thirty-one comments, 
two-thirds of them favorable.    More of the  comments were made about 
meals than any other phasei     eighteen   comments were   on good meals  or 
service and one  on clearing away the  dishes without disturbing the   guests 
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TABLE III 
EXTENT TO WHICH THE OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED-Concluded 
Objectives Number of Comments 
Favorable Unfavorable 
To recognize the importance in 
homemaking of knowledge, 
manipulative skills, attitude. 
and the ability to think. 
Knowledge 13 5 
Carry over from over- 
night stay to home. 2 0 
Carry over from class 
to next overnight 
stay. 2 2 
Carry over to the fu- 
ture. 2 0 
Variety of subject 
matter. 2 0 
Security through know- 
ing what to do. 5 3 
Manipulative skills 20 11 
Meals 18 11 
Housekeeping 1 0 
The whole stay 1 0 
Attitude 8 7 
Cooperation 3 2 
Give and take 2 0 
Dependability 0 3 
Interest in others 2 2 
Patience 1 0 
Ability to think 0 0 
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in the   living  room;   ten  comments  were on poor or  cold meals  and one  on 
awkward  removal of dishes.     One   girl thought  the housekeeping was well 
done and that the  house was  kept  in order.    Another girl  felt that the 
whole   stay was   successful   but that with more   experience the   group  could 
improve. 
Attitudes were mentioned in  fifteen eomments;   about half ex- 
pressed a   feeling that the  attitudes  had  been   satisfactory and   half 
expressed the  need   for improvement.     Three   stated they needed to work 
harder and   not   get the  giggles,   two were  going to try to be more  at 
ease   during dinner,  and  two felt the  treatment of the  guests  at dinner 
had been poor.     Three girls   felt the  overnight stay was  successful be- 
cause   of  the  cooperation of the   girls,   and two recognised the  need  for 
more   cooperation within the   group.     One   girl   learned how to   oe more 
patient.     The   girl who had been short  sheeted said during the  conference 
that   since she   had decided to tease as well  as take  teasing,   she   felt 
more at  ease and got along better with the   girls.    Also the   girl who 
had had the long bedtime conversation with her roommate about making 
friends with the other  girls  felt   she had made  some progress. 
While  ability to think was not   reoognired as important by the 
pupils,   the  instructor  observed that  at   least half of the  girls were  able 
to make  reasonable  decisions when  confronted with a  problem or a new 
situation* 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY,  CONCLUSIONS, AJD RECOMMENDATIONS 
JL  study was made  of the  effectiveness   of the overnight stay in 
the homemaking oottage as a technique for teaching homemaking to the high 
school girls  in the ninth and tenth grade  homemaking class  at the Curry 
Demonstration School  on the campus  of the Woman's College   of the Univer- 
sity of North Carolina.    The twelve girls in the class were divided in- 
to three   groups  of four and each group stayed twice  in the  cottage. 
There was  a   lapse  of about three months between the  first  and   second 
stays for  each group. 
The   time needed  for carrying through  the  stay included three 
days  of planning,  marketing,   and  getting the cottage  ready  for the   stay, 
Friday evening and  Saturday morning, plus two days the   following week 
spent  in   finishing the  laundry,   calculating   food costs,   and evaluating 
the  stay. 
Throughout the first stay for Groups A and C, the girls were 
eager to carry out the activities in a successful manner.  Most of the 
girls in Group A could work with some independence even during their 
first stay, and throughout the second stay they felt free to express 
their own ideas and carry out their activities in a more informal 
manner.  The girl, in Group C did not know each other well at the time 
of the first stay and did not fit together as a group, they all realised 
that they were not at ease With people, and during the second stay they 
improved in this respect. 
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The   g^rls  In Group B oire  to the  oottage with the one   idea   of 
"having a   good  time," and their   first   stay »s   not completely  successful* 
>'ne  girls  realized that the B\   i-m  of the  stay is  dependent upon   -no 
contributions made by each girl and they resolved to do  better the next 
time.     Throughout the   seoond stay their attitude +ui>  *r.olesome and   each 
girl was  concerned with doing her  part so  that  the   stay would be   success- 
ful*    They were  still   uncertain at   times;   however,   all   the  girls tried 
to  solve  problems  for themselves. 
Since the  girls   in all  three  groups were just beginning to 
study home economics,  the majority of them came to their   first   stay with 
a  feeling of  uneasiness and  insecurity.    Because of this,  most  of the 
girls were   either  very boisterous or very dependent  upon the   instructor. 
From their  experience  in the cottage  they overcame this   condition by im- 
proving skills, knowing of what   to do   in a given situation,   and 
better  relationships with people,     as a result  they were  able to  solve 
problems  for themselves and to contribute  to the   group   experience. 
Through the   living experience,  each   girl was able to   see  ways 
in which   she as an  individual needed improvement,   starting with her 
attitude,   background   experience,   and personal abilities,    k  few girls 
were able   from the   beginning to   give help to the  others,   and  to  see 
things that  needed to  be done.     After the   recognition of needed  improve- 
ments,  most  of the girls worked  toward the  attainment  of them both  in 
classroom work and  in  the seoond overnight   stay.     The  instructor  felt 
that  the main improvements were   shown in their ability to  get along 
better with the other   girls and with the  teachers,   to work with greater 
independence,   and to assume  responsibility. 
■ 
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On the  objective "to gain satisfaotion from  participating  in a 
democratic experience in which the  pupils and teacher plan,  work,   rest, 
and play together" there were a  total  of  112  comments,1 more than on any 
other objective,     As might be expected,   playing received more  comments 
than any other phase  of the   living experience, and almost all  of them 
indicated that the   playing  had been satisfactory.     The things they had 
enjoyed were the movie,  the  pajama picture talcing,   the refreshments,   and 
meals.     Next  came  comments about the whole  living experiences   including 
the   fun of living with the  girls,   parents*  approval,  the   satisfaotori- 
ness  of the whole   stay,   and the naturalness  of the   situation,   almost all 
of these  comments  were  favorable.    About  an  equal  number  of comments were 
made about the  planning,  working,   and resting  phases.    All   of  the comments 
on workinp- were   favorable,  having to do with working together well and 
the  fun of preparing meals.     Of the  girls who  commented on planning, 
about   half of them thought the  planning complete   or satisfactory and the 
other half recognized the  possibility for improvement.     On  resting, 
there were more   unfavorable than   favorable  comments; the  unfavorable 
comments were made about  the  difficulties  of  getting enough rest  during 
the first  stay;   for the  second stay,   one of the  girls in Group A had 
worked out the   idea of  listening to the  radio for a request song just 
before the time   set  for  going to  sleep;  the other  groups   liked the   idea 
and did the  same thing. 
On the  objective "to become interested in  new phases  of homemaking" 
there was a total of ninety-seven comments,  and on  the  objective  "to  learn 
some  of the elements of homemaking" there was  a total of eighty-five 
1. Comments were made by the   pupils   in written evaluations of 
the two  stays and   in a conference preceding the  second  stay. 
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comments.     Of the  comments  on household activities,   more  had to  do with 
learning than with  interest.    At the  beginning of the  semester's  class- 
room activities the  girls expressed the  desire to cook and to sew.    This 
represented  their  concept  of home  economics.    At the  end  of the  two  over- 
night   stays their interest   included entertainment,   food preparation, 
table   setting,   serving,   etiquette,  the   duties  of host and hostess,   and 
housekeeping and   planning.     Of the  comments  about   resources   fewer  had 
to do with things they had learned and  more  had to  do with interest   in 
learning about  the management   of time;   the  use  of equipment;   and the  im- 
provement   of the  cottage with a   few additional  pieces   of equipment and 
furnishings;  and   in the  cottage as a  learning situation. 
On the  objective  "to recognize  the  importance  in homemaking of 
knowledge,   manipulative   skills,  attitude,  and ability to think"  there 
were  a total of sixty-four comments,   slightly fewer than for  the  other 
three objectives.     Of the comments under this  objective,   more were on 
manipulative  skill  than anything else;   almost all had to do with  food 
work,   and two-thirds  of them mentioned   successes and  one-third failures. 
The   recognition of knowledge ranked next  in the  number of commentsj     about 
two-thirds  were  about things  they were   glad to  have   learned and one- 
third about thlngl they should  learn.     One   half of these  comments were 
made  on the carry-over  of knowledge  from the  overnight  stay to home, 
from classwork to the next  overnight  stay,   and  from the present to the 
future;  the  other half were made   on security gained through knowing what 
to  do.    Attitude  ranked a close third with  regard to number of com- 
ments:     about  half expressed a  feelinr that the attitude had been  satis- 
factory and half expressed the need  for  improvement.    These comments 
were made  about  cooperation,   give and  take,   dependability,   interest   in 
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others, and patience.  There were no comments made about the ability to 
thinkj however, the instructor observed that at least half of the girls 
were able to make decisions with a reasonable decree  of success when 
confronted with problems, especially during the second stay. 
Obviously both the teacher and the pupils felt that the over- 
night stay was a very worthwhile experience for the pupils.  It also 
offered the teacher opportunity for growth. Valuable results for her 
werei  the breaking down of barriers between teacher and pupils 
through the close democratic relationships; gaining of more thorough 
knowledge of the needs of each pupili having new ideas as to methods 
for successful presentation of subject matteri and finding that the 
girls were able to learn from one another and without the continual 
dance of the teacher when they were given an opportunity to assume 
responsibility* 
Some comments for another teacher wanting to carry out a 
similar experience may be helpful.  The following forms proved helpful 
in planning the stayt 
Plans for Overnight Stay in Homomaking Cottage - 
includes personnel, time, money, division of 
responsibilities - (pp. 6 and 7). 
Menus (p. 8). 
Individual  time   schedules   (p.   9). 
Master time  schedule   (pp.   10 and   11). 
Certain forms   proved helpful  in evaluating the   staysj 
The running notes of the teacher. 
The Anecdotal  Record of Pupil   -  based  on the   running 
notes  of the   instructor   (Appendix  B,   np.   105-115). 
The  Evaluation by Pupils  of Overnight   Stay in the 
Homemaking Cottage  -  filled out   by each girl after 
each   stay  (p.   18). 
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Conference in Preparation for Next Over-night stay - 
filled out before the second stay (p* 20)*2 
The following procedures were completely satisfactory! 
Four girls made a group of desirable site. 
Dinner through breakfast seemed to be a satisfactory 
length of time as far as the interest span of the 
girls was concerned* 
One stay a semester for each girl seemed to be as Much 
as the girls and the instructor could arrange* 
The girls were given freedom and allowed to make some 
mistakes thus enabling them to learn through partial 
failure* 
Other procedures were satisfactory in this situation but might 
ill be varied in another situationi 
This school is fortunate in having the cottage in which 
to carry out the overnight stay; however, in another 
school not having the proper facilities the instructor 
might use her own apartment or a home in the community* 
Sinoe the Curry School is a part of a demonstration 
center, it seemed desirable to include a student 
teacher as well as the resident instructor as dinner 
guests limiting the other guests to two high school 
pupils, members of the homemalcing class or other- 
wise*  In another situation there would be more 
freedom in the number and type of guests.  Different 
people (parents, boy friends or teachers) might be 
entertained at the different stays. 
The writer found the week-end (Friday night and Satur- 
day morning) very satisfactory; however, another 
teacher may prefer a school night* 
Using a school function as evening entertainment 
simplified matters and pleased the girlsj however, 
at the end of the two stays the girls suggested 
entertaining at home another time. 
». Duplicates of the evaluation sheets and conference reports 
should be made so that one copy can be filed under the group and one 
under the girl* 
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The following procedures should be variedi 
Scheduling the stays at some tine other than around 
holidays would eliminate some of the competing in- 
terests* 
More complicated activities should be planned for the 
seoond stay* 
The following are suggestions for future studies on the technique 
for using the homemaking cottage as a teaching devicej 
A study of teaching procedures in the use of a cottage 
which might serve as a guide to public school teachers 
of homemaking and to college teachers who are training 
teachers* 
K  study of a program in the uses of a homemaking cottage 
that would interest girls on different age levels* 
A study of procedures in teacher-pupil planning for 
the management of the cottage* 
k  study of an adult homemaking program using a 
oottage* 
APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
EVALUATION  OF FIRST  OVERNIGHT STAY OF  GROUP A 
BY THE FOUR PUPILS 
THE MOST  SUCCESSFUL FEATURES OF THE FIRST OVERNIGHT  STAY 
GROUP A DATE    December 8, 1948. 
Connie ivt Pupil 
Dinner 
Enjoyed the dinner so much. 
Everyone worked together* . 
Supper the most important* - 
The serving of dinner. -_-_- 
The dinner. ———■ 
Favorable attitude of mothers* 
Everything was  so nice and planned to the minute* 
"ranees 
Sue 
Gwen 
Mary 
Mother was  surprised at girls' having a chance to  come  stay in the cottage; 
was very willing, however.  Sue 
Mother liked the idea of girls' being able to  stay overnight in the   cottage. - ___-  Gwen 
Mother feels it is a good experience*    Wished she had had something like this* ——-_  Mary 
Mother feels it is a good experience* ■■     -,- - - M -  ,---  , Frances 
Entertainment 
Planned entertainment was  very convenient* ___—_-_-__-__-____-_____-________»_____________„ Sue 
The entertainment* —-—--———■ .■■■■—■■■■■—.—»,»,■....... , r   .■    i. _ $"*n 
Mary 
Short sheeting Frances' bed* 
It helped make a little excitement and variation but I don't think you should 
take things  so far* — ____________—_______ __ Sue 
We all enjoyed that, even Frances* __—-—__—-———-_—__—___-_—______________  Gwen 
Enjoyed being short sheeted  (see later comment under least  successful), ——-_—__-_ __«. Franoes 
Living with girls 
Learning to live with girls* ——_————_ _______ _____-_._• ___  ____, Mary 
Relationship of working with other girls was well worthwhile* —-———_—______  Sue 
Good to   get away from home* —— --—-—_—_____________—  Mary 
Naturalness of situation* 
The overnight stay gave an experience with a natural  situation* ——————-.—._-__—. Sue 
Overnight stay gave a "true to life" experience*    You learn more this way* _ _ — Mary 
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL FEATURES OF THE FIRST OVERNIGHT STAY - Continued 
Comni©nx Pupil 
Attitude of the girls* 
The overnight  stay was   successful,  but I  think the  cooperation of the  girls  is 
the most important thing* ——————————————— ——. 
It's not what else we need in the  cottage but the success and ambitions of the 
girls which make overnight stay a success. —————————————. 
Time to do things 
Overnight stay offers more time to do things.    You are able to remember what 
you learn because you are not in a hurry. ———————————— 
Successful as a first experience. 
The overnight stay was successful but of course the more you do  something the 
more  successful you can become. ————————————— 
Talking to the   company. ———— ————————————————. 
r'»-peration of dinner. — -_ ———————— — —— .... 
Gwen 
Sue 
Gwen 
Gwen 
Sue 
Fra;. 
Gwen 
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THE LEAST   SUCCESSFUL FEATURES OF THE FIRST OVERNIGHT  STAY 
GROUP A DATE    Deoember 8t  1948 
Comment Pupil 
Housekeeping* ' 
^he   cleaning before and after the   stay because we  didn't get here at the   same 
time and because some of us had to leave earlier the next morning. ■■■■■■—. ■■■—■ _— Mary 
The beforehand cleaning because we  did not get here early enough,   i   - - mi i i i   J  Sue 
Personal development and relationship. 
Was very nervous during dinner. ■■■■■     ■ ■ ■   ■ ■ ■..- ■■■■■——   ,—    M,        ,   .   _  Frances 
Did not enjoy the  teasing the night of the overnight  stay.    Later said it  spoiled 
the rest of the  overnight  stay for her. ——————— -,      ,     .j ■   , ■ ■, . , . , ,   ■   .   „ Franoes 
Father's   comment. 
Father wondered how anyone oould put up with us. —-•————————. Sue 
Table  conversation. 
The conversation at the table because everybody felt a little self-conscious. 
We didn't know how the meal would turn out. ———————————————— Owen 
s 
LEARNING THROUGH THE FIRST OVERNIGHT  STAY 
GROUP A DATE December 8,  1948. 
Comments Pupil 
Food Preparation 
To really follow recipes. —————— . . _ Sue 
' r Frances 
To  grate a lemon before   juicing. ■ ■    — - -   ■--   - -- ■      -, Sue 
Mary 
To make a meat loaf,  ginger bread, turnip greens,  and mashed potatoes. ——— Frances 
To make a lemon sauce. ———————————————————— Frances 
Table service and table etiquette. -———————.———»-————___ Sue 
How to  set a table properly. —————————— —— p^X 
Which silver to put on the table. ———-——————————. Mary 
Centerpiece - not to use a tall  centerpiece   —————— ... Mary 
Candlelight - when eating by candlelight do not use electric lights too, — — Mary 
Etiquette, 
When to do what at the table, —■■■■■■■—■■ —— —...——_ Mary 
Sue 
Which silver is correct to use. ——-.— ——————_——— ...... Mary 
Conversation. - have  conversation planned a little before you sit down to the table. Sue 
Planning 
How to organize things to do at certain times. ——— _ —— MM  Gwen 
How to organize time and have things  done at a  certain time. ——.—.————— Sue 
Housekeeping 
How to make hospital  covers in making a bed. —————......——.—_—— Sue 
How to make a bed properly. —---—.—--—..-.—.—-.—-.......—.—.—  Frances 
Mary 
How to plan a balanced,   colorful meal. ———————..—— ..     Sue 
Personal development and relationship, |g 
Have decided to tease as well as take teasing.    Feel better now and get along with 
the girls better.    (Comment made  several weeka after other comments on this point). Frances 
SUGGESTIONS FOR  CLASSWORK ARISING FROM THE FIRST OVERNIGHT  STAY 
ggjg A DATE    December 8,  1948. 
Comments Pupil 
Table  service and table etiquette, ——————————————— 
Duties of host and hostess. ————■■—■■■■■■■■■■—..—— ■■■«■ ■>■-■■■-■■ —  Owen 
Discuss the duties of host and hostess. — — --——._. ._—■ ■■■■,_■. „._i Mary 
Centerpi«oe. —— ««—■■»■■■.. ■■— —— .... ———_.., Sue 
Study principles of flower arrangements   so we  can have attractive flower 
arrangements* ■■   ■-..   ■■»..-■.. , >M „. .,  mmmm Sue 
How to arrange a colorful  centerpiece that will blend with the  color of the food. — --.-~ Mary 
Setting table. 
Discuss the correct ways to set tables. —   ■-■   --    -■ m -.,  „  .. ,     ,   ,.  , „,   Sue 
Study the correct silver to use and where it is placed.   —.    . . _ Gwen 
Eti quette. 
Study table manners* ——--———————«.————_.__-_...__._...__ „ -,..,_ _ r      ,_  Gwen 
What conversation to have at the table. -■■-   ■   — -      - ■■       ■. r—. r. ... .■■-■ Mary 
Meal Preparation. 
How to follow recipes. —— ■■■■■■■■— ,_.  _ .—„.,„„.«,.„.„— _  _,    Sue 
Mary 
Learn how to cook a little better. ——————..... . .... Gwen 
Variety or subject matter. 
Let us do as many things as we can carry out. ——— —. ._..__-—.——......._.-. Sue 
Let us do as many things as prove to be of some  help to us. -—--————--——-.——  Sue 
Housekeeping 
Discuss the   correct ways to make beds. ——————-.—.-...-..-..—._.-.—_..-__.___ Sue 
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GROUP A 
SUGGESTIONS FOR  IMPROVING THE  COTTAGE ARISING FROM THE  FIRST OVERNIGHT STAY 
-   . __„     DATE    December 8, 1948, 
Comments Pupil 
Clock __  
The only thing we could use to a great advantage is a clock upstairs so that 
we  don't have to   come downstairs to find out what time  it is, -— —— — ,-,    Sue 
Get a clock to  go upstairs because everytime we want to know what time it is we 
have to   go downstairs.    We also need the  clock to  get us up in the morning unless 
we go to bed earlier, —■■■■ ■  ■■■ _  ... „_..  .„ mmm ___ 
Curtains 
It is fine as it is.    Curtains would make the bedrooms more attractive, —— -»_  Gwen 
Equipment 
Mother questions the value of all this equipment}   thinks it   should be more 
like  an ordinary home, ——————————————____________._____-___-_ 
Mary 
Frances 
SUGGESTIONS  FOR THE NEXT  OVERNIGHT STAY 
GROUP A. DATE    December 8,   1948. 
Comments Pupil 
Planning 
Duties 
Discuss how to divide  duties evenly.   —■■■■■■—-————— —————_..••„__ Mary 
Divide the work more equally among the  girls. ———————————————— Frances 
Have  different  tasks to  perform.  -—————————————————_———— yary 
Divide duties more evenly to  prevent one  person from having to half-way do 
two or three things and have all busy at the  same time thus making more 
progress.   ——— ————————————————— ——— Sue 
Plan more things to do.  ——————————————————— ———————— Frances 
Dinner 
Plan more about the dinner and if you aren't  sure of something you have to 
do you can put it down on paper. ——————————————————— ™-ry 
oue 
Have  different  foods.   ———————--————-————— Mary 
Table service 
Use different ways of serving food.  ————— — —— ——————. — Sue 
Plan to use  different table  service.   ————————————————————— Gwen 
Having  studied table  etiquette and table  service  in class will help another 
time.  ———-——————-——-————————..-—————-..——.———————— Sue 
Entertainment 
Decide what entertainment  you are  going to have - preferably another kind  of 
entertainment.   ———————--—-———---————--—————-———————— Mary 
Go to some  school activity if there   is one that night.   ———— — —————— Sue 
Time  for getting to bed 
Have  the time  for supper up a little   so we can  get to bed at  a reasonable 
hour so we can wake up feeling better in the morning.  —————————— Sue 
Go to bed earlier so we  can have a  little fun with each other.  ———————— Frances 
SUGGESTIONS FOR  NEXT   OVERNIGHT STAY - Concluded 
Comments Pupil 
Arrival and departure 
Plan more about what time you can arrive and also put down what  time you 
have to  leave.    Then you can divide the  duties accordingly. Mary 
Get there about the   same time and  leave about the  same time,   planning duties 
accordingly. ——— " " 
Length of stay 
Plan to stay two nights at  some  future time. ———       Frances 
Personal relationship 
Let  the  girls picip whom they want to  sleep with. Frances 
Food 
Mother wanted to  give  some   food  if we need it to  save  our money. wwen 
Housecleaning 
Cleaning up more as we  go along would make the time work out better.  - Sue 
Clean all  rooms beforehand.  —— — torv 
Behavior 
Try not to   forget things that we are supposed to have   such as recipes  and butter.   ~ aue 
APPENDIX B 
ANECDOTAL RECORD FOR  ONE PUPIL 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE FIRST   STAY DATE    December 3.   194fl. 
Activities 
Comments by: 
Resident Student Overnight Pupil Parents 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests 
Wednesday* 
Planning Helped with the 
group using the 
blank "Plans  for 
Overnight Stay 
in Homemaking 
Cottage." 
Thursday* 
Made out market The market order 
order for all included all the 
meals and re- needed  supplies. 
freshments 
served during 
the overnight 
stay. 
Checked the Found the 
price   lists prices at  the 
at  several A. & P.   lower. 
grocery stores* Suggested the 
supplies be 
bought there. 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL - Continued 
NAME    WALKER,   SUE FIRST STA y DATE    December 3,   1948. 
Activities 
Comments byi 
Resident Student Overnight Pupil 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests Parents 
Bought supplies All   supplies 
were purchased 
on time and 
stored  in the 
proper place 
with the ex- 
ception of 
butter, which 
she forgot to 
bring.     We 
used ours, and 
Bhe replaced 
it. 
Fridayi 
cTassperiod 
Prepared the The  salad was Very good Used own Everyone 
congealed   salad very good. favorite 
recipe. 
asked  for 
recipe. 
Cleaned the The dining 
dining room. room was 
well cleaned. 
g 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL - Continued 
NAJffi    WALKER,  SUE FIRST STAY DATE    December 3,   1948. 
Activities Resident 
Instructor 
Student 
Teacher 
Comments byi 
Overnight 
Pupil 
Pupil 
Guests Parents 
Arrivedt     3il5 
Began cleaning 
the living room, 
hall,  director's 
room and  stairs. 
(This was not 
done during the 
class period be- 
cause of a con- 
flict.) 
Cleaned away all 
finger prints on 
doors and facings 
Dinner preparation! 
Was very glad to 
have this done 
without having 
to ask  for it to 
be  done• 
Suggested "zero" 
for this  purpose. 
Came from A. 4 P. 
Was able to   foilof 
recipes. 
Was able to find 
needed equipment. 
and  supplies with 
asking "Where 
is....?" 
Gave helpful 
assistance to the 
other  girls. 
Wanted to know 
if it would be 
all right to do 
this cleaning. 
Asked how to re- 
move  finger prints 
from doors and door 
facings. 
Wanted to know wher^ 
"zero"  came  from s< 
she  could purchase 
some   for home  use. 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PDPIL - Continued 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE FIRST STAY DATE    December 3,   1948. 
Activities 
Comments   byt 
Resident Student Overni ght Pupil 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests Parents 
Assisted with the Knew how to Very good Considered Very good 
preparation of the follow the the  recipe 
■eat  loaf. recipe. 
Very good 
meat  loaf* 
a  good  one 
because it 
had  vege- 
tables  in it. 
Wanted the 
vegetables 
grated fine 
so they 
would blend 
well with 
the meat* 
Assembled the Remove leaves Wanted to 
salad. from lettuce 
head by running 
water at  the 
center after the 
core has  been 
removed. 
Remove concealed 
salads   from the 
mold by setting 
the mold in hot 
water for a 
short time. 
know how to 
remove  let- 
tuce  leaves 
without 
tearing them* 
What is an 
easy way to 
remove salads 
from a mold? 
s 
NAME    WALKER.  SUE 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF  PUPIL - Continued 
FIRST STAY DATE    December 3,   1948. 
Activities 
Comments byj 
Resident Student Overni ght Pupil 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests Parents 
Prepared the 
turnip greens* 
Helped serve the This would  sim- 
dinner plates plify the  ser- 
in the kitchen. vice at the 
table. 
Dinneri 
Host. 
Read the  blessing Was a little The card 
from a card  stand- nervous. would have 
ing against the been  less 
plate. noticeable 
in her  lap, 
but it was 
a very good 
blessing. 
Helped lead the Was  very Seened to be 
conversation. gracious, 
however, was 
a little 
nervous. 
at the 
greatest ease 
and  seemed to 
have a wonder- 
ful  time. 
Washed the dishes Gave  per- Asked if the  last 
with the assistance mission to  do washer could be 
of the other girls. this so we 
would not be 
late to the 
play. 
left until after 
the play. 
o 
<o 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL - Continued 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE FIRST STAY DATE    December 3,   1948. 
Activities 
Comments byi 
Resident Student Overnight Pupil 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests Parents 
Entertainmenti 
Attended the Seemed anxious Enjoyed the 
senior play at to get back to play. 
the school the cottage. 
auditorium. 
Prepared and 
served the  re- 
freshments. 
Bedtime preparationi Di d not mono- 
Bathed and polise the bath- 
readied herself room.     Seemed to 
for bea. enjoy   visiting 
with the   girlie 
Short-sheeted one Thought thi« was Asked If there 
of the  girl's quite permi8sable. was anything 
bed. wrong with 
short-sheeting 
the bed. 
Was slow going to Reminded pupil Was not reluc- 
sleep. that  it was   late 
ai.u   „ime  for 
lights out. 
tant  tr 
reminde   •     Soon 
went to   sleep. 
Saturdays 
Getting up. 
Was the first to 
arise* 
Called the other 
girls. 1 
' 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL - Continued 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE 
Activities 
Breakfast preparation! 
Prepared pancakes 
used recipe her 
twelve year old 
brother hat' ex- 
perimented with 
and perfected. 
Breakfasts 
Host 
Asked the blessing 
instead of 
reading it. 
Morning eleaningi 
Assisted with the 
dishes* 
Tidied the dining 
room* 
3eiped mop the 
kitchen  floor. 
Departures 
9i30 
Mondayi 
Classperiodt 
Computed the coat 
of meals per 
person* 
FIRST STAY 
Resident 
Instructor 
Had a  standard 
product. 
Was more at 
ease  than the 
night before*. 
This was not 
required* 
Student 
Teacher 
Comments byj 
PATE    December 3f   1948. 
Overni ght 
Pupil 
Said pancakes 
must be  fried 
in a  very 
small amount of 
fat I 
Asked to mop 
the   floor* 
Said she had en- 
joyed the over- 
night   stay and 
was  looking for- 
ward to another* 
Pupil 
Guests Parents 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE SECOND STAY DaTE    February 25,   1949. 
Activities 
Comments byj 
Resident Student Overnight Pupil 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests Parents 
Wednesday! 
Classperiodi 
Group planning Used the blank 
"Plans  for the 
Overnight Stay 
in the  Hone* 
making Cottage." 
Thursdayt 
Clasaperiodi 
Made out own Was able to 
time   sonedule plan own work 
and group alone. 
schedule* 
Frida_yt 
(Jla'ssperiodi 
Cleaned dining Finished all 
room,  upstairs tasks and did 
and made the then well. 
beds* 
Arrivedj 
filOO Had a  girl  scout 
meeting and could 
not come   sooner. 
Dinner preparationi 
Prepared  salmon Did not ask for 
loaf. assistance.     Used 
own recipe. 1 
ANECDOTAL RECCED OF PUPIL - Continued 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE SECOND STAY DATE    Fel ruary 25.   1949. 
Activities 
Comments byi 
Resident Student Overnight PuDil 
Instructor Teacher Pupil Guests Parents 
Was   in charge of Well done Fun to arrange 
setting the  table. Centerpiece 
well arranged. 
the   centerpiece 
Helped keep kitchen Do this   so we 
tidy. will not take 
so long after 
dinner* 
Tidied self to Was neat and 
greet the   guests. at ease. 
Dinner] 
Hostess Directed the 
seating with 
Directed the 
seating with 
Seating ease* ease. 
Conversation Kept the  con- 
versation 
moving* 
Good conver- 
sationalist. 
Invited guests Instead  of going Wanted to Wanted to 
into  living room into the living 
room, everyone 
washed  dishes. 
They were done 
in a short  time. 
help do dishe; • help do 
dishes. 
Entertainmentt 
Attended movie Good listener Enjoyed the 
movie* 
■aME   WALKER, SUE 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF PUPIL - Continued 
SECOND STAY 
Activities 
Bedtime  Preparationi 
Bathed and dressed 
for bed. 
Took pictures 
Listened to radio 
in bed. 
Saturday» 
Getting upj 
Called all the 
girls. 
Breakfast preparation! 
Set the table 
Made toast 
Breakfasts 
Hostess 
Morning eleaningt 
Washed dishes 
with the  help 
of the other 
 girls. 
Resident 
Instructor 
Burned  some 
and had to 
make more. 
Kitchen tidy 
Student 
Teaoher 
Comments byi 
DATE    February 25,  1949. 
Overni ght 
Pupil 
Enjoyed this 
very much. 
Enjoyed the 
breakfast 
even  if the 
eggs were 
cold. 
Pupil 
Guests Parents 
NAME    WALKER,  SUE 
ANECDOTAL RECORD OF  PUPIL - Continued 
SECOND STAY DATE    February 25,   1949. 
Activities 
Comments byi 
Resident 
Instructor 
Student 
Teacher 
Overnight 
Pupil 
Pupil 
Guests Parents 
Cleaned the 
living room and 
all-purpose 
room. 
Mondavi 
Classperiodt 
Ironed sheets. 
Was well 
cleaned* 
Did a fair 
job. 
• 
APPENDIX C 
EVALUATION OF OVERNIGHT  STAYS BY ONE PUPIL 
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EVALUATION  BY PUPILS OF FIRST OVERNIGHT  STAY 
IN THE HOMEMAKING COTTAGE 
Name      SUB Walker Date Deoomber  7,   1948* 
What were the most successful features? 
I think for the first time most of the things that we did 
were  successful, but  I think that of course the more you do 
something the more   successful  you  can become* 
The   supper was the most important* 
The  planned entertainment was   very convenient* 
I  enjoyed  short sheeting Frances'   bed for it helped make a 
little excitement and variation, but I do not think you 
should take things too  far* 
What were the least successful features? 
I think the main thing that was not successful was the 
beforehand cleaning*     It was  not done thoroughly because 
we   did not get there  early. 
If the  conversation at both meals had been more planned 
we wouldn't have been so   silly* 
What did  I learn? 
I  learned how to really follow recipes,   get  salads  from a 
mold; what a   cover  is;  which  silver  is   correct to  use;   how 
to make hospital   corners when making a bed;  how to plan a 
balanced meal   considering the  colors;   do  not have  a tall 
centerpieoe;  when eating by candle  light do not have electric 
lights;  have the conversation planned a little before you 
sit down to the table; how to  set a table, how to   grate a 
lemon before   you  juice  it;  and how to organize time to have 
things done by a certain time* 
What should we do in  class   in the  next few weeks   to make the overnight 
3tay run more smoothly? 
Discuss the   correct ways to make beds,   set tables,   follow 
recipes* 
Plan meals with a set price* 
Study the host and hostess and some of their duties. 
Learn some of the principles of arranging flowers so that 
we may have attractive centerpieces* 
Let us do as many things as we can carry out that prove to 
be of some help to us* 
118 
What   should be  done  to   the  cottage to make the overnight  stay more 
satisfactory! " 
I think that it is not what else we need in the oottage, but 
it is the ambition of the girls to enable the overnight stay 
to be a success. 
I think the only thing that we could use to a great advantage 
is a clock upstairs  so that we don't have to  oome downstairs 
to find out what time it is. 
What should we  do differently for the next overnight stay? 
All  get there about the  same time and leave  about the  same 
time,  planning time and duties accordingly. 
Cleaning up more as we go along which would make our tine 
work out better. 
If we  could arrange to get ready for bed early, and do this 
by setting our time for supper up a little. 
Try not to forget things that we are supposed to have  such 
as butter in our case. 
CONFERENCE IN PREPARATION FOR SECOND OVERNIGHT STAY 
NAME    Walker, Sue DATE    February 3,  1949, 
Points 
Discussed 
———  
Resident  Instructor Pupil 
Personality 
traits noted 
in first over- 
night stay. 
Cooperative 
Friendly 
Independent 
Congenial 
Conanents on 
first overnight 
stay. 
Overnight stay gave an experience with a natural 
situation. 
Having studied table setting and table etiquette 
will be helpful for the next stay. 
Relationship of working with other girls is well 
worth while. 
Planning for overnight stay wa3  satisfactory. 
Suggestions for 
next overnight 
stay. 
What would 
you do 
differently? 
Use different food and a different way of  serving 
the food. 
What new ex- 
periences 
would you like 
to  include? 
 —                             1 
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EVALUATION BY PUPILS OF SECOND OVERNIGHT STAY IN THE HOMEMAKING COTTAGE 
Name  Walker, Sue .'     Date Maroh 2, 1949, 
What were the most successful features of the overnight stay? 
The duties that were to be done beforehand were well done and the 
house was in good shape. The movie was quite enjoyable and the 
morning breakfast was also enjoyable* The supper was fine. 
What were the least successful features of the overnight stay? 
The dinner was not quite on time. 
What did I learn? 
I learned how to make salmon loaf; how to really experiment with 
table decorations; that it is better to sweep the stairsteps before 
cleaning the hall; you can get more work done if you don't have 
so many people trying to help; when fixing toast you must watch 
it; when fixing coffee you must put the amount called for or it 
will be too weak; how to serve plates at the table and make a 
thousand island dressing. 
What should we do in class in the next few weeks to make the next overnight 
stay run more smoothly? 
If we had a little more discussion or study on hard and soft 
foods it would be quite a help to me. We might make a collection 
of favorite recipes for the cottage. 
What should wa do to the cottage to make the overnight stay more satis- 
factory? 
The cottage is fine. We still have more things to learn about 
the cottage, but that will take oar» of itself with time. 
Next time we stay, if it is still in cold or cool weather I 
think two blankets should be put on the beds or even in a chair in 
the room in case we need it. 
What should be done differently for the next overnight stay? 
Maybe stay at the cottage for the evening, and have our entertain- 
ment there* 
APPENDIX D 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH 
OBJECTIVES  WERE REACHED BY THB 
THREE GROUPS IN THEIR TWO STAYS 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS INDICATING EXTENT  TO WHICH OBJECTIVES "WERE REACHED 
Objectives Favorable comments Unfavorable comments 
To gain satisfaction  from parti- 
cipating  in a democratic  experience 
in which the  pupils and teacher 
plan, work,   rest, and  play together. 
Living experience 
Living with girls. Enjoyed learning to  live with the girls. 
Enjoyed being with the kids. 
Good to get away from home. 
Enjoyed being with the  girls. 
I   liked the overnight  stay because we 
could be with the  girls. 
I   liked my roommate. 
Parents*  approval Mother was  surprised at girls' having the 
chance to come  stay in the  cottage; but 
was  very willing. 
Mother feels it i» a good experience and 
wished  she  had had  something like  it. 
Mother feels it is a  good experience. 
Mother liked the idea of girls' being able 
to  stay overnight  in the cottage. 
Mother thinks the overnight stay is fine. 
Mother thinks the overnight   stay is 
helpful to  us. 
Mother  feels this  is a  good experience. 
Mother was  surprised at my being able to 
stay overnight.    Thinks it is a good 
experience. 
Father wondered how anyone 
could   put   up with us. 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED   - Continued 
Objectives 
Parents'  approval 
continued 
Whole stay 
Natural  situation 
Planning 
Favorable   comments Unfavorable  comments 
Mother thinks   it is a nice experience  for the 
girls. 
Mother thinks  it  is a nice experience to have 
in learning how to keep house  and cook* 
The overnight stay is a good experience.    The 
next time I   stay overnight,   I will  still be 
learning and getting new experience. 
I  really enjoyed  staying.     (7) 
I enjoyed the overnight  stay. 
I  think our overnight   stay was   successful. 
The overnight  stay gave an  experience with 
a natural  situation. 
The   overnight   stay gave a true to life 
experience.     You learn more this way* 
Enjoyed the dinner so much;  everything was so 
nice and  planned to the minute. 
Planning for the overnight  stay was 
satisfactory.     (3) 
I think the  planning for the overnight   stay 
was complete. 
The overnight stay was not 
entirely satisfactory. 
The overnight  stay could 
have been better.     (2) 
The breakfast was cold. 
We   should have   planned 
a way to keep it warm. 
Make better planB. (3) 
Plan more carefully what 
each person is to do. 
Plan a little more 
thoroughly. 
Plan more carefully. 
T.k figure appearing thus indicates the number of girls making this   same  statement. a 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - continued 
Objectives Favorable  comment■ Unfavorable comments 
Working 
Working- together. 
Preparing meals. 
Everyone worked together well.     (2) 
Everyone worked together better than I 
thought they would* 
The  first  overnight   stay was  successful 
because the girls worked together. 
Relationship of working with the  girls was 
well worthwhile. 
It was   fun preparing the  food* 
It was fun preparing dinner* 
Preparing the food was  fun* 
Enjoyed practicing cooking.     (3) 
I   liked the cooking dinner  part.     I  think it  is a 
lot   of  fun for us to  learn how to cook the meal 
by ourselves. 
Resting 
quiet  at  bedtime. 
Tijning to allow 
enough  sleep. 
The  instructor did not have to call  us down 
to get quiet. 
We  got everything done  in time  for bed.     (2) 
We talked too much alter 
going to bed. 
Slow getting to bed.     (2) 
Go to bed earlier another 
time* 
Sleep  later in the morning 
Get  up later in the 
morning. 
Have  breakfast   later. 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT  TO WHICH  OBJECTIVES  tfERE  REACHED  - Continued 
fojectiveB Favorable  comments Unfavorable oomments 
Playing 
Movie. 
School  play. 
Short-sheeting bed. 
Meals. 
Refreshments. 
Picture taking. 
I  enjoyed the movie.     (16) 
I  enjoyed seeing the play.     (8) 
Enjoyed being short-sheeted.     (See Did not  enjoy the teasing 
opposite   statement.) the night of the  overnight 
It helped make a little excitement, but                stay.    Later said,  "It 
I  don't think you should take things so far.    spoiled the rest of the 
We all enjoyed that,   even Jane. overnight   stay for me." 
Enjoyed talking to rhe oompany. 
The dinner was the most important part of 
the stay. 
The breakfast was enjoyable.     (3) 
Enjoyed the  refreshments.     (5) 
Enjoyed the  picture taking.     (7) 
We were too noisy at 
dinner.     (2) 
to 
en 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT  TO WHICH  OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED  - Continued 
Subject matter 
To learn some of the 
elements  of  homemaicin?. 
Objectives 
Resources 
Cottage 
Furnishings and 
equipment 
Equipment Learned how to  operate  a dish wa6her.   (3) 
How to  operate  a washing machine.      (4) 
To become interested in 
new phases of homemaking. 
I  think the  cottage  is  fine.   (4) 
I think the cottage is perfect. 
The cottage needs nothing added 
to it.    Just keep it as clean as 
it has been and  it  will be   fine. 
I  think the cottage is perfect 
myself and would  leave  it  alone. 
I  don't think of  anything the 
cottage  needs  in order to make 
our stay more pleasant.    I con- 
sider  our home  economics  class 
very lucky to  have   such a nice 
place to practice home life in. 
We get much more out of it when 
we  have  something to  experiment 
with  instead of reading  it all 
out  of books  and magazines.    With 
all this  equipment  we  can  learn 
how to cook,  clean, wash,   iron, 
and many other things  that will 
be useful to us. 
Mother  questions the  value  of  all 
this equipment.    She thinks it 
should  be more  like  an ordinary 
home. 
FJPILS'   COMMENTS INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Subject matter 
To learn  tome of the 
elements of homemaking. 
Objectives 
Telephone 
Clock 
Curtains 
To become  interested in 
new phases of homemaking 
Install a telephone. 
The cottage  is  almost  perfect  so 
there  is not much that  can be 
done exoept have a telephone 
put  in the  house   in case  some* 
thing happens* 
We need a telephone. 
A telephone  is the only thing 
that  I  can think of that would 
make the house more enjoyable. 
All we need is a telephone. 
Add a telephone. 
The only thing we  could use to a 
great advantage is a dock up- 
stairs   so that we don't have to 
come downstairs to   find out 
what time it  is. 
Get a clock to  go  upstairs be- 
cause every time we want to 
know what time  it is we have to 
go downstairs.     We also need a 
clock to  get  us   up  in the 
morning. 
Add a clock. 
It is  fine  as it  is, but curtains 
would make  the  bedrooms more 
attractive. 
Drapes  for the bedrooms would 
make the cottage more attractive. -4 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT  TO WHICH  OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Subject matter 
To learn some of the 
elements  of homemaking* 
Objectives 
To become  interested ic 
new phases  of hoaamaking* 
Radio 
Blankets 
Waffle  iron 
Recipes 
Time 
Overnight  stay offers more time to do 
things*    You are able to remember what 
you  learn because  you are not   in a hurry* 
How to organise things to do at  certain 
times* 
Have a radio in each bedroom or 
one radio at  least* 
Add a radio* 
Next time we  stay,   if it  is  still 
cold or cool weather,  I think 
two blankets should be  put  on 
the beds or even in a chair in 
the room in case we need it* 
We need a waffle iron* 
We might make a collection of 
favorite  recipes for the  cottage* 
Breakfast was  successful because 
we had time to prepare it.   (2) 
All arrive  at  same time   if 
possible*     (4) 
I think that our meal should have 
been  started a little earlier,   so 
as not to   have  to wash dishes 
after the entertainment and not 
have to rush through the meal to 
get to the entertainment on time* 
Have   dinner  earlier  so  we  could 
get to the movie without hurrying 
Start  meal  soon enough*  ao 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Subject matter Objectives 
To learn some of the 
elements  of homemaking. 
To beoome interested in 
new phases  of homemaking. 
Time   - continued 
Personnel 
Household activities 
Foodwork 
Food preparation 
You oan get more work done if you don't 
have too many people trying to help. 
Learned how to really follow recipes* 
How to prepare fool* 
How to cook certain foods. 
To grate a   lemon before juicing. 
To make a lemon sauce. 
How to  get   salads   from a mold. 
To make a congealed  salad. 
To make a thousand island dressing. 
Have more time to do things. 
The  dinner was not   ready to  be 
served at the designated time. 
The cleaning before and  after the 
stay was  not done well because 
some of us came   late and had to 
leave  earlier the next morning. 
The beforehand cleaning because 
we did not   get here early enough. 
Invite the  guests   soon enough. 
Remember to invite the guests 
and ask them a week in advance. 
Of course a better planned time 
schedule would be better. 
Study recipes and practice using 
them. 
Learn how to follow recipes.   (3) 
I  think we need more  instruction 
in cooking  including practice. 
Learn how to cook certain things. 
Learn how to cook a  little better. 
Learn new kinds  of food we can  use. 
PUPILS'  COMMENTS INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Subject natter 
To learn some of the 
elements of homemaking* 
Objectives 
Table   setting 
Table   serving 
Etiquette 
Learned what a cover it* 
How to set a table properly. 
Learned which silver to  put  on the table. 
Do not  use a tall centerpiece* 
Use a low centerpiece on the table* 
Learned how to really experiment with 
table decorations* 
When eating by candlelight do not  use 
electric   lights also* 
Learned how to serve a meal* 
How to serve meat and  vegetables at 
the table* 
How to  serve food at the table* 
Learned about family style  service. 
How to  serve dessert* 
When to do what at the table. 
Which  silver  is correct to use* 
How to act  during a meal* 
To become   interested  in 
new phases  of homemaking* 
Discuss the  correct ways to  set a 
table* 
Study the correct  silver to use 
and where   it is placed* 
Learn how to  set a table* 
Study table   setting. 
Study principles of flower ar- 
rangements so we can have 
attractive   flower arrangements* 
Learn how to arrange a colorful 
centerpiece that will blend with 
the color of the food* 
Learn how to  arrange an attractive 
centerpiece* 
Study table decorations* 
Learn how to   serve a table better. 
Study serving. 
Serve dinner in an entirely 
different way.     (5) 
Have a buffet style dinner* 
Study table manners.     (2) 
Learn more about conversation to 
have at the table. 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS INDICATING EXTENT  TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Subject matter 
To  learn  some of the 
elements of homemaking. 
Objectives 
To become interested  in 
new phases  of homemaking. 
Etiquette Have conversation planned a little before you 
Continued ait down to the table. 
Learned something about keeping up the con- 
versation at  the table* 
Duties of host 
and hostess Learned where host and hostess  sit. 
Learned part host and hostess play in a dinner. 
How to be a hostess at   dinner. 
Table clearing    Learned how to clear off the table.     (4) 
Invitations Learned when to invite guests to dinner. 
How long before dinner to  invite guests. 
always remember to invite guests a week 
in advance. 
Meal planning      How to  plan a balanced colorful meal. 
What to   include in a well-balanced meal. 
How to  plan a meal considering the cost 
and the  color of the  food. 
Other household 
activities 
Entertainment 
We should  learn a little more 
about conversation to carry on 
at the table and while   sitting 
down and after dinner. 
Discuss the duties of the host 
and hostess.     (3) 
Read material oovering the 
putting over of a good dinner. 
Something new and different for 
the evening entertainment  in- 
stead of a movie.     (4) 
Have  a party at the house.     (4) 
I think if we oould have a part 
and  invite boys   it would  be nice 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS   INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Subject matter 
To   learn some of the 
elements of homemaking* 
Objectives 
Ent e rta inment 
Continued 
Housekeeping 
Planning 
Buying 
Ironing 
Learned how to make hospital corners in 
making a bed* 
How to make a bed properly, 
I   learned how to care  for a house. 
How to be a good housekeeper* 
I  learned that it is better to sweep the 
stairs before cleaning the hall. 
Learned how to divide  jobs between different 
people* 
How to have things  planned before doing them* 
Learned how to prepare a market  order* 
Learned how to iron table mats and napkins with 
a  steam iron when you have a  large number* 
How to   iron table mats* 
To become  interested  in 
new phases of homemaking* 
Learn more about entertaining* 
Plan to  stay home  for our enter- 
tainment*     (3) 
Discuss the correct way for 
making beds. 
Need to know more about  caring 
for the  furniture. 
Study house decorations  so we 
can arrange flowers for the 
house* 
Study house decorations* 
k well  planned program is 
important* 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Objectives Favorable comments Unfavorable  comments 
To recognise the   importance 
in homemaking of knowledge, 
manipulative skills,  and 
att it ude• 
Knowledge 
Carry over from overnight 
stay to home<> 
From class to next 
overnight  stay0 
Mother thinks  it  is very good practice for me 
and  she  likes to hear me tell her what we do 
overnight;  I  learn things she didn't know and 
sometimes tell her things  she  didn't know - 
like table   service and table  setting.     I   like 
to tell mother new things that I  have learned 
and  she doesn't  know about. 
The  overnight stay has helped me in doing this 
kind of things at  home and enjoying them more. 
We have taken  up table manners,   cooking,  and 
cleaning  up the house;  this will be helpful 
for the next  overnight   stay. 
We have   studied table etiquette,   cleaning the 
house,   and cooking which will be helpful  for 
the next overnight  stay. 
We  should  learn how to  do 
the things that need to be 
done   so  it won't take   so 
long.     (2) 
PUPILS*  COMENTS INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Objectives 
Carry over to  future. 
Variety of subject 
matter* 
Security through 
knowing  what to  do« 
Fa vo rab le  c omme nt s 
Overnight   stay will help each and everyone 
of us in the future years to be better 
hostesses and housewives*     I  enjoyed  learning 
these housekeeping rules and  how to do the 
right things. 
The overnight  stay is   good because  it teaches 
us things  like  cooking,   serving,  cable 
manners,   and cleaning* 
Let  us do as many things as we can carry out. 
Let us do as many things as prove to be of 
some help to us. 
Unfavorable  comments 
The morning was more   satisfactory than the 
nignt.    We were a little more certain of 
ourselves. 
I thoroughly   'rjoyed the dinner.     Th«re 
was a little   sou much  giggling but every- 
one   seemed to be in a  good mood. 
Everyone  seemed to be at   ease and happy. 
Everyone  seemed to be at east- i     dinner.   (2) 
The dinnei   .us very successful and every- 
one  seemed to be at   ease. 
The  dinner nes  not  success- 
ful oecause we did not K;,OW 
what  to do. 
We did not  eat  very well at 
dinner. 
The conversation at the table 
could have been bettor be- 
cause everyone   felt a  little 
self-conscious;  we didn't 
know how the meal would 
turn out. 
PUPILS'   COifiiENTS  INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH  OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Objectives Favorable  coimients 
Manipulative skills 
Meals 
Preparation. 
Serving. 
Food  itself. 
Clearing away. 
Unfavorable comments 
The  preparation of dinner was   successful,   (2) 
Everyone had her job  done  before eating 
which was good. 
The dinner was  very successful. 
The breakfast was  served well.    (2) 
The food for dinner was  good.     (3) 
I thought the food was good at dinner. 
The breakfast was good tasting. 
The hot chocolate for breakfast was 
exceptionally good. 
The dinner was  good.     (5) 
I think we did a good job of clearing 
the dishes away without disturbing the 
guests while they were talking in the 
living room. 
We   spilled the tea. 
The preparation of dinner 
was   poor. 
The   serving of dinner 
was poor.     (2) 
We  did not   serve dinner 
very well. 
The food for breakfast was 
not as  good as   it should 
have   been. 
The toast was  burned and 
the eggs were cold. 
The  breakfast was cold 
and not   so  good. 
The breakfast was more or 
le38 cold. 
The eggs were  cold. 
The  breakfast was not good 
because the   food was  cold 
We did not take off the 
dishes wery well at 
dinner. 
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PUPILS'   COMMENTS INDICATING EXTENT TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Objecti ves Favorable comments Unfavorable comments 
Housekeeping. The cleaning that was to be done beforehand 
was well  done and the  house was  in  good 
shape. 
The whole stay. The  overnight  stay was  successful but  of 
course the more  you do  something the more 
successful you become. 
Attitude 
Cooperation. 
Give and take. 
It's not what  else we need in the cottage We   should cooperate more« 
but the success and ambitions of the girls      The overnight stay would 
which make the  overnight  stay a  success. 
The  overnight  stay was  successful  but I 
think the cooperation of the   girls  is the 
most important thing. 
The overnight  stay was successful because 
all the girls took part. 
Have  decided to tease as well as take 
teasing.    Feel better now and  get along 
with the  girls better (comment made 
several weeks after other comments on 
this  point). 
Now I  feel as though I  can  get along better 
with the girls. 
have been a great deal 
more successful, if we 
had tried to cooperate 
more. 
M 
PUPILS'   COMMENTS  INDICATING EXTENT  TO WHICH OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED - Continued 
Objectives Favorable  comments Unfavorable   comments 
Dependability Try to oontrol ourselves and 
not   get the giggles* 
I would work harder and not 
get the giggles   so much. 
I'd do my duties more 
thoroughly. 
Interest in others, I would try to be more at  ease with the 
teachers at   dinner. 
Try not  to be so  stiff eating at the 
table with the   girls. 
We  forgot to  invite one of 
the  guests. 
Our treatment  of the   guestI 
was poor. 
Patience. Learned how to be  patient. 
